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NEWS
Catch a ride on the new “Convo 
Express” shuttle from the Convocation 
Center across campus. 
OPINION
The Federal ban on fl avored cigarettes 
exempts menthols for a reason — 
Whitten Maher explains why.
 SPORTS
JMU football heads to Long Island to 
face a struggling Hofstra program 
that was shut out 56-0 last year in 
Harrisonburg.
 LIFE
The power of knowing where water will 
be in a poor agricultural town is a gift. 
“The Diviners” is the fi rst main stage 
production this season. 
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NEW SHUTTLE ON CAMPUS: see page 3 for more information 
Flavored Cigarette 
Ban Takes Eff ect
By NATALIE STRICKLAND
contributing writer
Attention smokers with a fondness for  avor: 
your Djarum Blacks cigarettes, vanilla cigarettes and 
packs of Splash are on the out. On Sept. , the Food 
and Drug Administration issued a ban on  avored 
cigarettes, including clove, candy or fruit  avors. 
 e FDA is also considering a ban on menthol cig-
arettes and other  avored tobacco products. 
 e FDA said  avored cigarettes are a “gate-
way” for children and teenagers to become regular 
smokers, and almost  percent of adult smokers 
start smoking as teenagers.  e average age of a 
new smoker is . 
Studies cited by the FDA have shown that 
-year-old smokers are three times as likely to use 
 avored cigarettes as smokers over the age of . 
Mike Lynn, an employee at Harrisonburg’s B&B 
Tobacco, said he’s noticed this trend. 
see SMOKES, page 4photo illustration by ROBERT BOAG/The Breeze
Wheel Slip Closes Roads
D E R A I L M E N T
By KATIE THISDELL
The Breeze
A few inches can make all the di erence for 
the wheel of a train. 
About : a.m. Tuesday, an empty grain car 
derailed on the Harrison Street train crossing 
behind Bu alo Wild Wings. Since the loco-
motive of the train stuck out into South Main 
Street, the right south-bound lane was closed 
between Warsaw and Maplehurst Avenues.
“It was what we consider a minor incident 
— a couple of wheels slipped o  the rail — 
although it obviously was more than a minor 
inconvenience for the motorists,” said Robin 
Chapman, public relations manager for Nor-
folk Southern Corporation. 
JMU sent a text through its emergency com-
munication system at : a.m. warning of the 
partial close of Bluestone Drive and Maple-
hurst Avenue. 
Just before noon, the lane was reopened. No 
one was injured during the incident.
As senior Erica Ponder walked along Har-
rison Street shortly after the incident, she was 
surprised to see a train in the way and police 
lights  ashing on South Main Street.
“Oh my gosh, how am I going to get to 
class?” she said. 
While she normally drives along South 
Main Street, she turned onto Harrison Street 
instead. 
“A lot of people park in that parking deck,” 
Ponder said, “and we don’t need anymore
see RAILS, page 4
An empty grain car derailed Tuesday morning, causing backups for drivers on their way to campus.
By AMANDA HERMAN
contributing writer
Judicial A airs said it will not review 
its policies until spring unless JMU 
members want to discuss the change, 
especially to the policy regarding lewd 
and indecent expression.
Judicial A airs changed policy J-
 in the Student Handbook this year to 
limit lewd, indecent or obscene conduct 
or expression in any o -campus area, no 
matter how close to campus an incident 
occurs, compared to just on campus last 
year. 
The change was “designed to deal 
with behavior,” according to Director of 
Judicial A airs Josh Bacon. 
Though Bacon denies the policy 
will be broadened beyond punishing 
students for indecent exposure and uri-
nation in public, the policy is wide and 
law advisers say it technically could be 
used to punish student speech online. 
“If what you’re trying to regulate is 
conduct, why regulate expression?” 
said Samantha Harris, director of speech 
code research at the Foundation for Indi-
vidual Rights in Education (FIRE). 
Harris  rst exposed the policy on her 
blog on FIRE’s Web site.
“The policy caught our attention 
because of its scope,” Harris said.
Judicial A airs reviews its policies annu-
ally in the spring. A committee of sta , 
faculty and student judicial coordinators 
make the policies that cover the entire 
university. Bacon said these policies are 
reviewed by this group, and not by other 
administration at JMU. 
In response to recent scrutiny of the 
policy, Bacon said he had contacted 
legal counsel who told him “don’t charge 
anyone with speech or online speech” 
which, Bacon responded, “We won’t.”
Though Bacon said he would not 
charge for such incidents, if he left the 
o  ce, another person would have the 
means to adhere to the policy as it is 
stated. 
However, Bacon said that Judicial 
A airs acts as one. 
“ e rest of the sta  knows, and the 
rest of the legal counsel knows, so when 
it happened, we would be able to look at 
it as a part of our review this year,” Bacon 
said.
Judicial Affairs neither polices nor
see POLICY, page 4
Policy to ‘Deal With Behavior,’ Not Speech, Judicial Says
“It was what we consider 
a minor incident...
although it obviously 
was more than a minor 
inconvenience...”
 — ROBIN CHAPMAN
Norfolk Southern Corporation
public relations manager
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By KATIE HIBSON
contributing writer
As JMU senior Sarah Smith sat in 
a courtroom Monday afternoon, sur-
rounded by family and friends, she 
awaited the court to hand down the ver-
dict for her brother’s killer.  
Xavier Pinckney, , was convicted 
of capital murder Monday in the fatal 
December shootings of JMU student 
James “Jim” Smith and his mother, Jean 
Smith, in their Dale City home. 
Since Pinckney was a juvenile at the 
time of the shooting, his sentence car-
ries could be life in prison without the 
possibility of parole, instead of the death 
penalty. 
Smith, a sophomore and member of 
Exit , was killed in his Dale City home 
in the early hours of Dec. , after an Exit 
 trip. 
While Jim’s sister, Sarah, described the 
verdict as a relief, she still describes the 
situation as a very complicated issue. 
Pinckney lived near the Smith fami-
ly and went to the same schools as the 
Smith family. 
“It’s hard because we know his fam-
ily,” Sarah Smith said. “They’re great 
and innocent people. But at the end of 
the day, it’s nice to have peace and clo-
sure for what happened with my mom 
and brother.”
Sarah believes there was no better 
alternative than the punishment that 
was handed down to Pinckney. 
“My mom and Jim were people of 
great compassion, love, with a huge 
respect for life,” Sarah said. “We didn’t 
want to see any more violence come out 
of this. Jim wasn’t in favor of the death 
penalty, and he wouldn’t have wanted 
more violence. I don’t wish anything 
horrible on Pinckney.”
Pinckney, who believed the house 
was empty, climbed inside through a 
window and stole two guns from the 
master bedroom before he saw Smith. 
Pinckney told police that he accidentally 
kicked something, woke Smith and shot 
him “out of reaction,” according to  e
Washington Post. 
Jean Smith arrived home as Pinck-
ney was  eeing the house, but when he 
returned to retrieve a jacket he found 
Jean on the phone calling for help. Fear-
ing she would recognize him, Pinckney 
shot her. A younger brother, Connor 
Smith, later discovered the bodies when 
he came home from high school. 
see SMITH, page 4
Life in Prison 
for Killer of 
JMU Student 
and Mother
Jim Smith was murdered during Winter 
Break last year after touring with Exit 245. 
KATIE THISDELL/The Breeze
PATRICK HAGGERTY/contributing photographer
KELLY LONERGAN/The Breeze
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Samoan Tsunami 
Claims 99 Victims
BEIJING —  e death toll in Samoa 
and American Samoa rose to  early 
Wednesday, according to news 
reports, after a powerful tsunami 
triggered by a deep ocean earthquake 
devastated coastal towns. Dozens of 
people remained missing.
Seventeen hours after the 
magnitude . temblor struck, 
another massive ocean earthquake 
o  the coast of Indonesia’s Sumatra 
island early Wednesday killed at least 
 people and trapped thousands 
under rubble. A tsunami warning 
was issued in the region but was later 
lifted.
 e earlier quake was centered 
about  miles south of the islands 
of Samoa and American Samoa. It 
sent four waves, each  to  feet 
high, crashing up to a mile inland, 
according to  e Associated Press.
U.S. President Barack Obama de-
clared a major disaster for American 
Samoa, an American territory of , 
inhabitants, and said the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency is working 
with emergency responders in the re-
gion FEMA said it is sending teams and 
supplies from Hawaii.
Court to Make Gun 
Rights Decision
WASHINGTON —  e Supreme 
Court set the stage for a historic 
ruling on gun rights and the Second 
Amendment by agreeing Wednesday 
to hear a challenge to Chicago’s ban 
on handguns.
At issue is whether state and local 
gun-control ordinances can be struck 
down as violating the “right to keep 
and bear arms” in the Second 
Amendment.
A ruling on the issue, due by the 
summer, could open the door to legal 
challenges to gun control measures 
in U.S. cities and states.  e case also 
will decide whether the Second 
Amendment protects a broad 
constitutional right, similar to the 
First Amendment’s right to free 
speech or the Fourth Amendment’s 
protection against unreasonable 
searches and seizures.
In the past, the Supreme Court had 
given short shrift to the Second 
Amendment by saying it applies only 
to national laws and that its aim is to 
preserve “well-regulated militias.”
 is narrow view of the 
amendment con icted with the 
views of most Americans, according 
to opinion polls.
Last year, the court in a - decision 
breathed new life into the amendment 
by ruling that it protected an individu-
al’s right to have a handgun at home for 
self-defense.  e decision in District of 
Columbia v. Heller struck down a local 
ban on handguns.
Salvia Laws Confl ict 
Across State Lines
WASHINGTON — In the funky Ad-
ams Morgan neighborhood, just past 
the yellow “Drug Free Zone” sign, the 
B&K News Stand sells hookahs, rolling 
papers and “Purple Sticky Salvia.”
 e psychedelic Purple Sticky label 
warns that the contents of the cylin-
drical package — dried leaves of the 
hallucinogenic herb Salvia divinorum 
and a chemical extract of the drug — 
are to be used as incense only. But at 
$ for a pillbox the size of a small jar of 
lip balm, that’s some awfully expensive 
fragrant foliage.
It’s legal to sell, possess and ingest 
salvia in the District of Columbia. But 
the same stu , long used for medicinal 
and mystical purposes by Mazatec Indi-
ans in Mexico, will get you arrested in 
Virginia, where a ban on salvia passed 
last year.
Last month, the Ocean City Council 
passed emergency legislation to ban 
salvia products, which were being sold 
at almost  shops on the resort town’s 
boardwalk. An identical ban followed 
suit in Worcester County on Maryland’s 
Eastern Shore, and state Del. Jim Ma-
thias, the former mayor of Ocean City, 
plans to push for a statewide ban when 
the General Assembly meets in Annap-
olis this winter.
Salvia has been gaining popularity 
over the past decade as a smokable drug 
whose psychotropic extract provides a 
short-lived but potent hallucinogenic 
trip.  e  National Survey on Drug 
Use and Health estimated that . mil-
lion people in the United States had 
tried salvia.
Recession Affecting 
Family Planning
WASHINGTON —  e recession is 
apparently prompting more women to 
try to delay having babies, according to 
the  rst survey aimed at documenting 
the e ects of the economic downtown 
on childbearing.
 e survey, commissioned by the 
Guttmacher Institute, a private, non-
pro t reproductive-health research 
organization, involved  women ages 
 to  with household incomes of less 
than $,; it was conducted in July 
and August.
 e survey found that forty-four 
percent reported that, because of the 
economy, they want to reduce or de-
lay childbearing. Most of these women 
want to get pregnant later ( percent), 
want fewer children than previously 
planned ( percent) or now do not 
want any more children ( percent).
It also discovered that nearly half of 
those who want no more children re-
ported that, because of the economy, 
they are thinking more about steril-
ization and nearly one in four women 
reported having put o  a gynecological 
or birth-control visit in the past year, to 
save money.
Eight percent of the women reported 
that they sometimes did not use birth 
control in order to save money and 
among women using the birth-control 
pill,  percent reported inconsistent 
use as a way to save money.
— The Washington Post and Los Angeles Times
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Police Log
LARCENY
On Sept. 23, a JMU student reported theft of a $1,700 laptop left unattended in Festival.
On Sept. 23, a JMU student reported theft of a GPS, iPod, FM transmitter and phone charger, valued at $520, from a vehicle in D5 
lot.
On Saturday, a JMU student reported theft of a $400 trek bicylce left unsecured at a Rockingham Hall bike rack.
On Sept. 23, a JMU student reported theft of a 21-speed Schwinn road bicycle and lock, valued at $240, from a Roop Hall bike rack. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE AND VANDALISM
On Saturday, a JMU student reported windshield damage to nine vehicles in lots R8 and C9.
On Friday, a JMU police officer discovered $50 damage to a sign post in R7 lot.
On Sept. 23, a JMU student received a judicial referral for E lot property destruction.
ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
On Saturday, police arrested a JMU student, who also received a judicial referral, for alleged public drunkenness at Festival.
On Sept. 24, a JMU student received a judicial referral for an alleged drug violation in Chesapeake Hall.
On Saturday, a JMU student received a judicial referral for an alleged alcohol violation in Hillside Hall.
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Forecast
today 68°/47°
0% chance of
precipitation
sunday 67°/44°
20% chance of
precipitation
saturday 72°/48°
30% chance of
precipitation
friday 72°/55°
40% chance of
precipitation
By scott Einsmann
The Breeze
After nine windshields were smashed early 
Saturday morning on campus, police continue 
to search for the alleged suspect. 
At 12:50 a.m. Saturday, JMU Police received 
the vandalism report for the cars parked in 
the R8 and C9 lots. R8 is street parking located 
along Carrier Drive between Hanson Hall and 
Duke Dog Alley, and C9 is the lower lot next to 
Duke Dog Alley. 
Police said the vandalism appeared to be a 
random act. 
JMU Police “said they wouldn’t find anybody 
to link the vandalism to, most likely wouldn’t 
find anyone,” sophomore Alexa Bruno said.
As Bruno walked up to her Saturn Ion, she 
saw that the windshield was caved in and the 
rear view mirror was hanging. 
“I just don’t understand why someone 
would feel the need to smash people’s wind-
shields,” said Bruno, a nursing major. 
The cost for fixing Bruno’s car was $300. In 
addition to the cost of replacing the windshield 
and having her car towed, Bruno was also 
unable to fulfill part of her nursing elective, 
for which she visits the elderly at their homes, 
because her car was not drivable. 
Samantha Karnes, a sophomore business 
management and psychology major, was 
relieved that the damage wasn’t as bad as she 
expected to her gray Ford Taurus that had its 
windshield broken.
“I was glad it wasn’t worse, glad that my tires 
weren’t slashed and stuff like that,” Karnes 
said.
The object used to break the windshields is 
still unknown. 
JMU Police “said it wouldn’t be a baseball 
bat because with a baseball bat [the cracks] 
would be linear,” Bruno said.
The investigation by JMU Police is ongoing, 
and so far, they only have a photograph of one 
footprint as a clue. 
Anyone with details or information should 
contact JMU Police at (540) 568-6913.
Surprised by Smashed Windshields 
Saturday Vandalism Leaves 
Cars with Thousands  of 
Dollars in Damage
dan gorin/The Breeze
Police told sophomore alexa Bruno they probably would not find the person who smashed the windshields of the cars 
parked on carrier Drive in the r8 and c9 lots. 
By matt suthErland
The Breeze
Junior philosophy major Ian Collins 
doesn’t have health care insurance, 
but he is not rallying just for the right 
to have it.
“I honestly couldn’t care less if I have 
health care insurance. Laughter and 
music are the two best medicines in the 
world,” Collins said. “It’s all about tak-
ing that money, and putting it back into 
the community. Instead of denying us, 
we need to be working with people that 
are actually sick.”
Instead, Collins is merely protesting 
against an “unjust health care system.”
Last Thursday, about a dozen JMU 
students and Harrisonburg citizens 
gathered in Court Square to rally for 
federal health care reform. Collins por-
trayed a corporate health giant in a skit, 
as he handed out denials to those with 
diabetes, cancer and heart disease.
Health care reform has become one 
of the most important goals of Obama’s 
presidency. According to Time maga-
zine, of the 89 percent of American 
citizens with insurance, almost 60 per-
cent get coverage from their employer. 
About 27 percent, mostly senior citi-
zens, receive their insurance from a 
government program. 
The remainders of those insured 
buy individually from health insur-
ance companies, such as Aetna or the 
BlueCross BlueShield Association. 
Some people argue that this route is 
too expensive and not reliable enough 
when a medical emergency happens.
The newest draft of Obama’s health 
care plan, formulated by Senate 
Finance Committee chairman Max 
Baucus (D-Mont.), allows for a “public 
option” in the nation’s health insurance 
system.
The public option is a theoretical plan 
proposed by the president. The idea is 
comprised of a health care plan run 
by the federal government that would 
compete with privatized companies. 
Baucus’ plan, however, calls for a 
buffer between the public and the gov-
ernment. Instead of the government-run 
option, as Obama first proposed, Bau-
cus’ plan would create a network of 
nonprofit organizations to give health 
care to virtually any American citizen 
at lower costs. Despite intense criti-
cism from Republicans, Baucus’ plan 
will not force anyone to give up their 
private insurance.
According to The Washington Post, 
the $856 billion plan will need to be 
paid for through higher taxes. These 
taxes would bring about $250 billion 
in revenue for the new health bill in its 
first 10 years. 
Harrisonburg has the highest per-
centage of uninsured citizens in 
Virginia, reaching 28.5 percent. That 
is nearly double the rate of Virginia’s 
uninsured, which is about 15 percent.  
Christopher Nye, the executive direc-
tor of the Harrisonburg Community 
Health Center, said the uninsured rate 
in Harrisonburg is fairly predictable, 
citing both the student and immigrant 
populations as major factors in the 
statistic.
“As a proportion of the population, 
the JMU students represent, again, 
more of the proportion of the popula-
tion in Harrisonburg,” Nye said. “There 
is a larger immigrant population in Har-
risonburg, and those persons tend to 
be in the job sector that, again, doesn’t 
pay a lot and doesn’t offer health 
see carE, page 4
Harrisonburg 
Has Highest 
Number of 
Uninsured in 
Virginia
Incentives for Better Involvement
By amanda hErman
contributing writer
Student body president Candace 
Avalos wants the members of Student 
Government Association to better rep-
resent and interact with the campus. 
During Tuesday’s SGA meeting, Ava-
los presented an incentives program 
for senators, while also highlighting 
points from Friday’s JMU Board of 
Visitors meeting. Senators discussed 
a propasl they will pursue for a ‘down-
town bus’ and allocated money to two 
sororities: Sigma Gamma Rho and 
Alpha Kappa Alpha.  
The incentives program, which was 
referred to as a “mission statement 
challenge” by Avalos, would be a way 
for SGA members to embody the four-
fold mission statement of the SGA and 
be rewarded at the end of the year. 
Avalos said the four points are to rep-
resent, inform, serve and educate. 
Not everyone agreed with the need 
for an incentive, but in a verbal vote, 
about half of the senators raised their 
hands in support of developing a pro-
gram. Some even said that as elected 
members, they should be doing their 
job without the need for a reward.
SGA members “would turn in a 
sheet of paper…, saying how many 
times [they] informed or educated 
students over the month, and these 
would be accumulated throughout 
the year,” Avalos said. The commitee 
with the most points would win. 
Junior Caitlin Natale, director of 
Membership Development, feels 
the incentive program would help 
students recognize members and par-
ticipate in the student government.  
“I think it is really important for us 
to try to get out there,” Natale said. 
She said that SGA members should 
be able to reach out to students for 
things such as how to book a table on 
the commons. 
Despite concerns from senators, 
Avalos feels the initiative will not end 
up being just another contest. 
“The point is to recognize people 
who go above and beyond,” Avalos 
said.
Rheanna Martino, sophomore class 
vice president and committee chair 
of the Communications and Internal 
affairs, suggested that the prize be a 
donation to a charity be given in the 
name of the winning committee. 
 Avalos and Natale are also working 
together to create a way for students 
to identify SGA members on a daily 
basis.
“We’re thinking something like but-
tons,” Avalos said.
Additionally, senators discussed a 
proposal for an anti-alcohol program 
that would target students from all 
years. 
Junior Matt Silver said, “We are 
trying to implement a new idea and 
instead of just having consequences, 
like a double strike or cutting hours 
on the drunk bus, we need to find a 
more proactive solution. So we are 
going to implement what we would 
call a ‘downtown bus.’”
SGA however cannot implement 
such a program itself, and must work 
with other departments at JMU to do 
so. 
Silver said the downtown bus would 
run to locations other than apartment 
complexes, such as the shopping cen-
ters or other areas off campus that are 
usually inaccessible by bus on week-
end nights.
“It kind of sends a contradictory 
message when the only way for fresh-
men to get off campus on the weekend 
is to take buses that go to apartment 
complexes, where there are parties 
and drinking going on,” Silver said.
Silver’s plan is to try to get the funds 
saved from cutting the last hour on the 
city buses to implement the down-
town bus plan.
“We want to get as many organiza-
tions on campus behind us on this, 
whether it be judicial affairs or what 
have you,” Silver said. “We’re really 
excited to work on this project and 
want to get as many SGA members 
involved in this process as possible.”
Other topics discussed at Tues-
day were highlights from last weeks’ 
Board of Visitors meeting. At that 
meeting, Avalos told the Board that 
SGA planned to focus on safety and 
sustainability. 
SGA also approved funding for 
two organizations. Sigma Gamma 
Rho Sorority, Inc., received $888 for 
costumes and props for the 20th anni-
versary alumni brunch. Forty-five 
members approved the funds with 
no debate. 
Alpha Kappa Alpha was allocated 
$1,130 for costumes and props for 
the Homecoming Step Show, fees to 
send four delegates to a regional con-
ference, money for a speaker at the “A 
Woman’s Worth” program, supplies 
for the Mr. and Ms. Enchantment 
Pageant program, dues and taxes. The 
resolution was passed with a vote of 47 
ayes, two nays and one abstention.
In total, the SGA has $37,413 avail-
able in funds. 
Evan mcgrEw/The Breeze
student body president candace avalos wants to begin programs to reward 
senators for their work in sGa and make them more recognizable on campus.
Survey of 
Students 
Leads to 
New 
Shuttle
As part of the effort to reduce 
the number of vehicles on campus, 
JMU will provide a new bus service 
for students, faculty and staff start-
ing Monday. The shuttle service will 
run from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday 
through Friday. 
The Convo Express shuttle will 
run a continuous service from the 
Convo F parking lot to the Book-
store shelter. The bus will run every 
10 minutes, and riders will be able 
to transfer to intercampus shuttles 
or exit the bus at any time. Stops on 
the route include Festival, Physics/
Chemistry and ISAT.
Riders can connect with one of the 
other shuttles at the stops to get to 
parts of campus the Convo Express 
does not pass. 
Lee Eshelman, traffic demand 
manager at JMU, said the idea came 
from conducting a survey with the 
student body last spring. He said 
the results showed that students 
said if the buses were more frequent 
and ran on time, they would prob-
ably rider more and leave their cars 
behind.
Commuter or resident permits 
will be required to park at the Convo 
F lot, which has 389 spaces. 
— staff reports 
“There is a larger 
immigrant population 
in Harrisonburg, and 
those persons tend to 
be in the job sector 
that, again, doesn't pay 
a lot and doesn't offer 
health insurance.”
— christophEr nyE
executive director, 
Harrisonburg Community Health Center
Young Adults Also 
Likely to be Uninsured
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insurance.”
According to Time Young 
adults, particularly after graduat-
ing college, are most likely to be 
uninsured. More than one-third of 
the uninsured popu-
lation is between the 
ages of 19 to 29.
While many col-
lege students receive 
health care from 
their parents’ insur-
ance plans, many 
don’t understand 
the health care 
issues. 
Junior media arts 
and design major 
Mike Dumblauskas 
had never seen sta-
tistics about health care before. 
“I seriously didn’t know [unin-
sured rates were that high,” 
Dumblauskas said. “We’re college 
students, and I guess we overlook 
that sometimes, but I’ll definitely 
be looking at it in the future.”
According to statistics from 
the U.S. Census Bureau in 2006, 
the trend of uninsured people 
increases in college towns. 
Blacksburg has a 27.7 percent 
uninsured rate, while Charlottes-
ville has a 24.7 percent uninsured 
rate.
While many of 
those uninsured 
in small col-
lege towns are 
recent graduates, 
Michael Cassi-
dy,  executive 
director of the 
Commonwealth 
Institute, states 
in the Richmond 
Times Dispatch 
that this is an 
uncondensed 
problem affect-
ing many people across the state. 
“It highlights the challenges 
we face. It’s not just a problem 
of cities versus counties or urban 
versus rural,” Cassidy said. “Across 
the state, families are struggling 
with this problem of not having 
insurance.”
Care |  Uninsured Rates 
Higher in College Towns
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gathers evidence on any viola-
tions under its jurisdiction, said 
Bacon. It accepts reports from 
JMU police, off campus police 
and other student notifications. 
These are taken 
into consider-
ation when they 
decide which 
cases to hear.
Bacon noted 
that police may 
or may not send 
all reports to his 
office.
This selective 
attitude towards 
the violations 
could be a prob-
lem for Judicial Affairs in the 
form of due process violations. 
Adam Goldstein, attorney 
advocate of the Student Press 
Law Center, said that “it is not 
justice” if the policy “picks and 
chooses who it’ll go after.”
Goldstein suggests redefining 
lewd and indecent in some way 
at the next annual review.
“As it stands right now, it’s 
impossible for students to under-
stand what the term means,” 
Goldstein said.
Bacon, who said he has edu-
cation in law, did not believe 
that the policy 
would violate any 
First Amendment 
rights. 
“We felt we 
were not chang-
ing the policy, 
just that we were 
changing the area 
of enforcement,” 
Bacon said. 
The most con-
troversial word 
in the policy for 
Harris at FIRE is “expression” 
because expression can encom-
pass protected free speech. 
“It’s an interpretation of how 
you say expression; is it physical 
expression?” Bacon said. “Again, 
to me, it says obscene conduct, 
not obscene expression.”
from front
problems as far as parking.” 
When the Norfolk South-
ern train first derailed, it also 
blocked traffic on South and 
Maryland Avenues. Engi-
neers on the train unlocked 
the cars and moved them so 
they weren’t blocking the 
road. 
“This was more of a traffic 
headache than a major catas-
trophe,” said Mary-Hope 
Gangwer, spokeswoman 
for the Harrisonburg Police 
Department. She said the 
city also adjusted the timing 
of the stoplights in the area 
since traffic was heavy.
At first glance, a derailed 
wheel might not seem like 
a problem for a by-stander, 
but it takes some time to fix. 
Chapman said a derailment 
can range in severity from a 
single wheel off the track as 
in this case, or multiple cars 
piling up. 
“When the wheel is no 
longer in contact with the 
rail, the train can’t move — 
at least not without causing 
damage to the track,” Chap-
man said. 
The troublesome wheel 
from the train’s second car 
caused the train to com-
pletely block Harrison 
Street, where students and 
faculty drive to reach the 
Warsaw Parking Deck. This 
meant that engineers could 
not just unhook the cars to 
move them out of the way. 
While a crane was not 
needed in this instance to 
rerail the car, it was simply 
jacked up to shift the wheel 
back onto the rail, according 
to Chapman.
Derailments can be 
caused by track or wheel 
defects, obstructions on 
the track, excessive speed 
or braking too fast. This 
incident is still under inves-
tigation and the cause is still 
unknown.
rails |  Engineers 
Realigned Wheels 
poliCy | Police Provide 
Reports
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Pinckney left the scene with 
items less than $1,000, includ-
ing the two guns, a laptop, 
ammunition and Jim Smith’s 
cell phone. 
While defense attorney 
believed Pinckney committed 
murder, they said it was not a 
capital case because Pinckney 
believed the house was empty 
and he had only intended to 
steal. 
Prince William County 
Commonwealth’s Attorney 
Paul B. Ebert said that if Pinck-
ney had been a year older, the 
death penalty would have been 
possible. 
“In my opinion, the death 
penalty offers more solace and 
more closer,” Ebert told the 
Washington Post after the trial. 
Sarah was on track to gradu-
ate in June, but took a semester 
off to cope with her mother and 
brother’s death. She is sched-
uled to graduate in December 
with a degree in music theatre. 
The verdict closes a painful 
chapter not only for the Smiths, 
but also for his friends at JMU.
Senior Kyle Hutchison, 
president of Exit 245, closely 
followed the story through local 
news articles and updates from 
Smith family. Hutchison also 
acted as a liaison to Exit 245 
members and alumni, periodi-
cally sending e-mail updates 
about the trial. 
“Last semester was really 
tough,” said Hutchison. “Some 
of the new guys this year were 
seeing all these pictures around 
the Exit house of Jim, and they 
had no idea who he was or what 
happened last year. We even-
tually had some of the older 
members sit down and explain 
to them about Jim, and his 
impact on us and on JMU. ”  
Like Sarah, Hutchison said 
Exit 245 was just relieved the 
ordeal was over.
“We all wanted justice to be 
served, however that was to be 
done,” he said. “But we were 
most happiest that the Smith’s 
can have some element of 
peace in knowing that this part 
of their life is closed.”
smith | If Suspect Older, the Death 
Penalty Could Have Been Possiblefrom front
“Generally a younger popu-
lation — females and a majority 
of college students — smoke fla-
vored cigarettes,” Lynn said. 
Lynn understood and agreed 
with the purpose of protecting 
children from harmful sub-
stances, but is wary of the new 
taxes, regulations and what lies 
ahead for the tobacco industry 
and himself.
“Twenty years from now, 
there will be no tobacco indus-
try,” Lynn said. “A lot of people 
will be unemployed. We built 
this country on tobacco, and 
now we’re trying to kill this 
country on tobacco.”
This is the FDA’s first major 
crackdown on cigarettes since it 
was given the authority to regu-
late tobacco products as part of 
the new Family Smoking Pre-
vention and Tobacco Control 
Act (FSPTCA). Signed into law 
by President Barack Obama on 
June 22, the act gives the FDA 
power to control marketing 
and endorsement of tobacco 
products. 
“As of today, manufacturers 
should no longer make, distribu-
tors should no longer distribute, 
importers should no longer 
import, and retailers should no 
longer sell these products,” said 
Lawrence R. Deyton,  director 
of the FDA Center for Tobacco 
Products, in the Sept. 22 press 
release.
Lynn said the ban decreased 
sales at B&B Tobacco, since it 
is one of only a few places that 
sell Djarum Black flavored ciga-
rettes in Harrisonburg, but did 
not hurt the company as much 
as it hurt the niche market to 
which flavored cigarettes cater. 
Freshman Josh Mukki, an 
ISAT major, said he’s already 
seen the effects of the new law 
on campus.
“One of my friends recently 
bought three cartons of cloves 
before they went illegal,” Mukki 
said.
B&B Tobacco stopped car-
rying flavored tobacco eight 
months ago due to a previous 
tax increase on the products, 
but recently started selling Djar-
um Blacks again after Kretek 
International Inc. filed a lawsuit 
against the FDA in an effort to 
prevent the ban. Kretek imports 
Djarum tobacco products from 
Indonesia and sued the FDA on 
Sept. 22 over claims of losing 
money. 
This ban is the first of many 
anti-tobacco actions the FDA 
will pursue. According to the 
Web site, in January 2010 the 
FDA will require manufac-
turers to submit information 
about ingredients and additives 
in tobacco products. By April, 
there will be a ban on the use 
of tobacco-company logos at 
sports or entertainment events. 
Labels could change by 
July 2010, as well. The terms 
“light,” “low” and “mild” will be 
banned and the FDA said it will 
strengthen warning labels on 
cigarettes and smokeless tobac-
co products.
smokes |  FDA to Strengthen Labels
“But at the end of 
the day, it’s nice 
to have peace 
and closure for 
what happened 
with my mom 
and brother.”
— sarah smith
senior
 “We’re college 
students, and I 
guess we overlook 
that sometimes...” 
— mike Dumblauskas
junior
“It’s impossible 
for students to 
understand what 
the term means.”
— aDam GolDstein
Student Press Law Center
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Over 50 varieties of pumpkins & gourds
All Your Fall Decoration Needs!
www.LohrsFarm.com
10 miles North of Harrisonburg
I-81 Exit # 257
(Mauzy/Broadway)
Just South on Rt. 11
Hours: Mon-Fri 4-6 Sat: 9-6 Sun: 1-6
2 Exciting Corn Mazes   Pedal Car Track for all Ages
Petting Zoo   Tumble Tubes   Weekend Hay Rides
CAMPUS 
OUTFIT
?
Search for our other ad in The 
Breeze on page 10 for details!
       SUPER CROSSWORD
SELF-DIRECTED
ACROSS
1 Way through the forest
5 Enthusiastic
9 Rappers - -n-Pepa
13 Encrypted
18 Sweet sandwich
19 Son of Isaac
20 “Zip- - -Doo-Dah”
21 Big name in chocolate
22 Self-directed in “Henry V”
25 Hockey’s Yashin
26 Facilitated
27 Queue tip?
28 Stirrup site
30 Taxing org.
31 A little night music?
34 Self-directed in “Bulworth”
39 Vacation home
42 Friday's creator
43 “Stop!”
44 Ransom - Olds
45 Broccoli -
47 Lots of time
49 It gets wet as it dries
53 Ohio city
55 First-class
57 Wool gatherer?
59 Atlanta campus
60 Peter of “Casablanca”
62 Seeks change?
64 Parent
66 Lennon’s lady
67 Frequently
70 Mlle., farther south
72 Supply with Stens
73 Uproar
74 Geldof or Goldthwait
76 Self-directed in “ e Bridges of 
Madison County”
80 “De nitely!”
81 Clerical garb
82 Slangy su  x
83 Actress Louise
84 Stage stu 
86 Wahine's wreath
87 TV’s “Family -”
88 Floor model
90 Gush forth
93 Actress Dominique
95 Behalf
98 Hurried
101 - vera
102 Photographer Adams
103 Cheerful song
105 Turner of “Peyton Place”
106 Be human
107 Velvety plant
110 Lake near 36 Down
112 Aphid apparatus
115 Self-directed in “Dances with 
Wolves”
119 Break a commandment
120 Actress Tatyana
121 GI’s address
122 Promise
124 Discernment
128 Tire type
131 Self-directed in “Modern Times”
136 Pronto
137 Cabbage cousin
138 Absquatulate
139 JVC competitor
140 Pithy
141 Goblet part
142 Pop one’s pecs
143 Sundance’s sweetie
DOWN
1 Jab
2 Neck of the woods
3 Hamilton bills
4 Candid
5 Fathom
6 Deciduous tree
7 Building feature
8 Atmosphere
9 Southwestern capital
10 Orthodontists’ org.
11 Poultry serving
12 Snicker sound
13 Mil. rank
14 Dryden work
15 “Ipse -”
16 Tennis player Chris
17 Dagwood's dog
21 “Ninotchka” star
23 Best of  lms
24 “- forgive those . . .”
29 Plus
32 Brute
33 Genuine
35 Inn o ering
36 Nevada city
37 Computer key
38 Mighty mite
39 Battery
40 Hodgepodge
41 Self-directed in “Bob 
Roberts”
42 Do more than dislike
46 Chest protector
48 Skimmer material
50 Self-directed in “Annie Hall”
51 Singer Maresca
52 French port
54 Word from a whippet
56 Snowy bird
58 Biblical tyrant
61 Catchall abbr.
63 Formal
65 “Porgi -” 
(Mozart aria)
68 Wells creatures
69 Frasier’s brother
71 Ed of “Roots”
74 Hobby wood
75 City on the 
Allegheny
77 Twangy
78 Hot stu ?
79 Smidgen
85 “- culpa”
87 Crow’s toe
89 - -Locka, FL
91 Podiatric problem
92 Jealous Olympian
94 Half (Pref.)
96 Singer Eartha
97 Dash
99 - the  nish
100 Hamlet or 
Kierkegaard
104 Proposition
108 It’ll give you a weigh
109 Soak up
111 Spoken
113 “Cheerio!”
114 Slip by
115 Metal measure
116 Gladden
117 Director King
118 Darned things
119 Seashore souvenir
123 Petty clash?
125 Job opening
126 Add color
127 “Only Time” singer
129 O  ceholders
130 Expert
132 Arlen’s “ e 
Green -”
133 Flagon  ller
134 Artichoke heart?
135 Spell
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   regarding “obscene conduct” is not 
as simple as it sounds. It extends to “expression,” and it now 
extends o  campus. Judicial A airs has insisted they do not 
intend to wield their new power to police the internet or start 
a crackdown, and we believe them. 
However, the policy still gives them the basis to do so if they 
wanted to. What happens when there are di erent decision 
makers in Frederickson Hall with di erent philosophies?  e 
broad, sweeping policy’s execution rests solely on the discre-
tion of those in authority.
Judicial has explained that the policy was revised in refer-
ence to a very speci c instance of a student exposing himself 
and masturbating while peering through windows o  campus. 
If Judicial’s intent was to target a speci c behavior, it should 
done so rather than simply extending a blanket policy to 
include expression and conduct anywhere.
 is issue is best articulated by a quote from a Supreme 
Court decision in which Supreme Court Justice Robert Jack-
son phrased it in the colorful rhetoric of legal scholars. “ e 
principle then lies about like a loaded weapon, ready for the 
hand of any authority that can bring forward a plausible claim 
of an urgent need,” he wrote.
It’s also alarming that Judicial never sought legal advice or 
opinion on the constitutionality of the new policy, according 
to Judicial A airs Director Josh Bacon. Judicial meets annually 
in the Spring to review and revise policies, but we urge them 
to do it now, and with expert consultation. 
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“To the press alone, chequered as it 
is with abuses, the world is indebted 
for all the triumphs which have been 
gained by reason and humanity over 
error and oppression.”
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An “I’m-sorry-you’re-a-
zombie” dart to the bored checkout 
girl at Dukes who used up my 
Dining Dollars when I said “Punch, 
please.”
From someone whose meal 
wasn’t as good as the brains you’re 
probably dreaming about. 
A “bombs-away” dart to the 
banana that exploded in my 
backpack. 
From a junior who can no longer 
sell her books back.
A “you-can-help-me-with-my-
downward-facing-dog-position-
any-day” pat to the handsome guy 
in my yoga class.
From a novice in yoga who’s 
always willing to learn.
An “I-feel-better-already” pat to 
the Festival employee who informed 
me that my omelet would  x my 
sore throat. 
From a dietetics major who never 
knew the bene ts raw veggies and 
hot sauce. 
An “oh-no-she-didn’t” dart 
to the girl who tried to steal my 
sandwich at Dukes.  
From a senior who was about 
to lay a WWE style smackdown on 
your freshman behind.
A “why-the-hell-are-you-
wearing-cargo-shorts?” dart to 
those who  nd it necessary to wear 
shorts with  pockets. 
From someone who wants to 
know how many rocks you  t in 
your pockets. 
A “home is where the heart 
is, right?” dart to the football 
schedule with a ridiculous amount 
of away-games. 
From a junior girl who thinks 
we should tailgate every Saturday 
anyways.
DARTS & PATS ARE ANONYMOUSLY SUBMITTED AND PRINTED ON A SPACE-AVAILABLE BASIS.
SUBMISSIONS CREATIVELY DEPICT A GIVEN SITUATION, PERSON OR EVENT AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE TRUTH.
breezejmu.org» SUBMIT DARTS & PATS
DARTS PATS
L E T T E R S
Green Promises
 On Sept. , The Breeze Editorial 
Board published the article “Green 
Hypocrisy,” in which they brought to 
light JMU’s eco-faux-pas of wasting 
energy and money with numerous  at 
screen TVs with pointless displays. 
I commend their decision to urge 
students to make eco-friendly chang-
es in their lifestyles. And while small 
steps can be good, now more than 
ever, we need to be taking huge leaps 
to stop global warming from getting 
any worse.
As a student living in a country that 
releases around , tons of CO into 
the atmosphere every  ve seconds, I 
can’t sit back and allow our country’s 
leaders to make empty promises when 
it comes to climate change.
President Obama attracted many 
young supporters with his call for 
change. On the campaign trail he 
promised to put into action science-
based solutions for global warming. 
Now it’s time for the youth that helped 
him win the election to demand that 
he uphold his promises.
With the U.N. Climate Change Con-
ference looming in December, it’s vital 
that students show their support for 
leaders that implement changes. Join 
Greenpeace and the Geography Club 
at  p.m., Oct.  in Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre for a screening of the glob-
al warming documentary sensation, 
“ e Age of Stupid,” and help us spread 
the word that we need to stop climate 
change now, before it’s too late.
Laura Robinson 
Greenpeace Campus Coordinator
The General Welfare
Julian Carta’s article, “A Worldly 
Approach to Healthcare” Sept.  is 
a perfect illustration of the common 
propensity to misread the U.S. Con-
stitution. Mr. Carta claims that the 
government is supposed to “provide 
for the general welfare;” however, this 
is an obvious misrepresentation of 
the document’s actual language. As 
clearly conveyed in the Preamble, the 
framers intended for the government 
to “provide for the common defense” 
and “promote the general welfare”—
two di erent things entirely. It would 
seem that a large, ine  cient bureau-
cracy, coupled with increasing de cits 
and burdens on taxpayers, does very 
little to promote the general welfare. 
In addition, Mr. Carta’s emphasis on 
documents such as the International 
Bill of Human Rights seems to detract 
from his constitutional argument. 
Which one is it, Mr. Carta — is our gov-
ernment responsible to the American 
people and U.S. Constitution, or to the 
decrees of global organizations? His-
tory shows that the Founding Fathers 
framed this country to be a beacon to 
the world, not to be a bondservant of 
its declarations. We honor our heritage 
most when we encourage hard work, 
competition, personal responsibility 
and loving thy neighbor. We do these 
best when the government leaves us 
alone.
Kathryn Manning Sheriff
JMU Alumna, 2008
The noble intention of the most 
recent tobacco regulation is to stop the 
targeting of youth with the sweet  avors 
they love in solid form.  e bill, signed 
by President Obama in June and in 
e ect since last 
week, smartly 
recognizes the 
specific allure 
of  avored cig-
a re t t e s ;  t h e 
hardbitten ser-
vice employee 
likely doesn’t 
go for chocolate 
smokes, which 
are probably a more e ective pitch than 
Joe Camel ever was.
 ose involved might paint this as 
a result of Congress building bridges 
with a subsidiary of the responsible 
Altria Group, a large corporation, and 
Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, a 
nonpro t, to bring us the Family Smok-
ing Prevention and Tobacco Control 
Act.
Well doesn’t that just sound 
precious.
Actually, the epitome of Big Tobac-
co slithered into the policy process in 
order to carve their own advantage into 
the bill.
You see, “Altria Group” was “Phil-
ip Morris Companies, Inc.,” until it 
rebranded in . The new name 
(Latin for “high”) makes it sound like 
the kind of light, clean corporate entity 
that would “o er innovative solutions” 
or other such buzzwords — not the kind 
that makes the lion’s share of its pro t 
peddling  avored cancer.
Under this moniker, Slate maga-
zine and the New York Times report, 
it played a heavy role in the shaping of 
this regulation.
Want to know how you can tell?  e 
legislation curiously omits a certain 
 avor from what would otherwise be a 
comprehensive ban. Strangely, the  a-
vor left out is by far the most popular 
and has been found to be more addic-
tive and potentially more harmful.
 at would be menthol cigarettes, of 
which Philip Morris is a huge manufac-
turer. (One sees why rival R.J. Reynolds 
has dubbed the bill the “Marlboro 
Monopoly Act.” Slate’s Paul Smalera 
wrote an insightful piece on the unbal-
anced nature of the ban which goes into 
far more detail than I can here.) 
Philip Morris’ policymaking role here 
wasn’t a one-o  thing; it conforms to a 
long-term strategy of getting involved 
to ensure a measure of protection. 
 e Slate article mentions “Project 
Sunrise,” an initiative with the goal of 
working with, rather than against, legis-
lators and the “antis” such as Campaign 
for Tobacco-Free Kids. In this way, 
they hoped to dilute legislation before 
they acquiesce to it, stomping out any 
chance of hard-hitting reform.
 e company’s newest o ering, Mar-
lboro Blend No.  (minty Marlboro 
s introduced a week before the ban 
was signed) sits on shelves at this very 
moment as proof that Philip Morris has 
very much succeeded in that regard.
Look up “Sunrise.” The University 
of California, San Francisco’s Lega-
cy Tobacco Documents Library hosts 
relevant documents online. One in 
particular, an outline of “Sunrise” writ-
ten for a board meeting, is unnerving 
in its cold, manipulative calculations. It 
constructs multiple scenarios named in 
the creepy, operational style of classi ed 
government programs: “Bladerun-
ner,” “New Game,” “Avalanche.” Some 
provide eerily prescient predictions of 
current American society.
All go well beyond the scope of sim-
ple advertising or market research.
Yet what would otherwise be sinister 
but abstract corporate schemes become 
reality when Congress, all-too-eager to 
appear responsive and all-too-ready to 
sell out, takes the bait as they did this 
time. Inaction is one thing, but doing 
little and marketing it as a lot is quite 
another. 
 ere’s another loophole. Smokers 
of clove cigarettes might chafe at the 
prohibition on their delicious vice, but 
it’s nothing to worry about.  e legal 
wording bans  avored “cigarettes,” so 
manufacturer Djarum now wraps its 
products in tobacco leaves and mar-
kets them as  avored cigars. And again, 
menthols — favored  percent among 
African Americans, yet the Congressio-
nal Black Caucus approved the bill —are 
as available as ever and now dominate 
the arena of accessible  avor.
 ink about it. Who won here? Who 
lost? I’d say that Nick Naylor himself, 
the jive-talking antihero of “ ank You 
For Smoking,” couldn’t have asked for 
more.
Whitten Maher is a senior political 
science and media arts & design major 
and design editor at  e Breeze.
W H I T T E N  M A H E R  |  gadfl y
A Deal With the Devil, Smoke and All
Menthol Exception to Flavored-Cigarette Ban is a Shameful Compromise With a Shady Ally
B R A N D O N  H Y M A N  |  contributing writer
 e thought of Banned Books Week 
might startle those who immediately 
conjure up images of mobs gathering 
around the smoldering ashes of “ e 
Satanic Verses,” or dread the thought of 
meeting a student who has never fan-
tasized about Bertie Bott’s Every Flavor 
Beans.
Luckily, we can calm down because 
the national event actually celebrates 
books that are or have once been 
banned.  Amidst our intrepid self-ex-
posure to “obscene” literature, we must 
caution ourselves against the omni-
present censors who seek to threaten 
our rights to speak, see and think.   
  e censors are, for the most part, 
parents who turn to the simplest medi-
um to ban: books.  
Today we’ll give a microphone and 
a TV show to any schmuck with a tie 
and an innate tendency to yell really 
loud, and it’s nearly impossible to see 
a movie without a crude word or sexual 
reference.  Yet every year, parents ban 
books, silence voices and give films 
unnecessarily harsh ratings.  Why? 
 ey’re “obscene.”
 at one word, so relative yet so ubiq-
uitous, like its much overused cousin 
“o ensive,”  ies out of  the mouths of 
parents and o  cials everywhere and 
serves as an instant do-not-touch sign 
for any issue regarding censorship.   e 
Supreme Court used to hold movie 
days in the basement watching  lms in 
question of being pornographic to try 
to de ne “obscene,” and no one de -
nition came out of the room with the 
empty popcorn buckets except Potter 
Stewart’s often quoted “I know [hard-
core pornography] when I see it.”
What is obscene seems to be what-
ever the censors don’t particularly like 
at the time.  It’s not because a book 
says anything inappropriate or incites 
violence, but because a book has a dif-
ferent opinion or ideas.
 at’s what it’s really about, isn’t it? 
Modern censorship is narrowing down 
ideologies so that only one view of the 
world persists.  Look at the  ban-
ning of the children’s book “And Tango 
Makes  ree.”   ere is nothing out of 
the ordinary in the book other than a 
non-traditional family that involves 
two male penguins raising a child. 
Parents branded the book as “anti-
family” and “age-inappropriate” when 
the book clearly depicts loving parents 
who care deeply for their child 
Sexuality, profanity, violence and 
religion normally appear as the justi -
cations from parents for banning books. 
In recent cases, letters from groups 
like the American Library Association 
(ALA) have prevented banning and 
restored previously banned books.  In 
nearly every case however, the issues 
are not obscene but included to create 
a realistic depiction of a world, much 
like the world we live in today. 
These parents don’t just want to 
shelter their children from a few 
crude words or lines, they want to 
eliminate the idea of anything they 
consider unpleasant from our country 
altogether.
Parents should take responsibility 
into their own hands: If you don’t want 
your child exposed to something, then 
don’t expose him to it. It’s not society’s 
right to force peace and harmony on 
the children of America, but it’s not the 
right of any parent to prevent any child 
or other human from being exposed to 
a life outside his sheltered ultra-con-
servative own either.  We cannot sit by 
and wait for a select few to censor us 
into thinking the same way.
If people want to keep unpleasant-
ness from their own lives or the lives 
of their children that is understand-
able.  However, our country is filled 
with unpleasantness.  Just open up a 
book or turn on the television to see 
Glenn Beck pull a Kayne and call our 
president a racist, or open up a copy of 
“Marriage On Trial” and  nd two very 
similar uncensored ideological works.
Banning books bans ideas.  Movies, 
TV and news each carry their own set 
of ideas and if we continue to let peo-
ple ban things that don’t mesh with the 
ideology most book-banning parents 
seems to share, we might not have any 
ideas of our own.   
Brandon Hyman is an undeclared 
freshman.
Banning Books Bans Ideas
GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
Submit your opinions in the form of Letters to the Editor and Guest Columns 
to breezeopinion@gmail.com
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PHOTO CONTEST THEME:
DEADLINE: SAT. OCT 3 2009 AT NOON
The Breeze wants to see your best photographic representation of the circle. Interpret this theme however you like.
One entry per person
Students and faculty are eligible.
To submit, e-mail your photo and title to breezephotography@gmail.com
Students: Include your name, year and major.
Faculty: Include your name and department.
AFTER THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE, ONLINE VOTING BEGINS.
By Mike kaplan
contributing writer
If Saturday’s showdown with the 
Hofstra Pride (2-2) was to be decided 
by which football program has a better 
résumé the Dukes might be in trouble. 
Hofstra boasts more than 150 more 
victories than Madison. Five Hofstra 
alumni are currently playing in the NFL 
(most notably Wide Receiver Marques 
Colston of the New Orleans Saints), 
which is more than any other program 
in the Colonial Athletic Association 
(CAA). Linebacker Akeem Jordan (Phil-
adelphia Eagles) is the only JMU alum 
currently on an NFL active roster.
The site of Saturday’s matchup, 
Shuart Stadium in Hempstead, N.Y., 
is historically unfriendly to visitors; 
Hofstra is a staggering 113-33 at home 
since 1980. Luckily for the Dukes, Satur-
day’s game will be decided on the field. 
Luckier still, this isn't the Hofstra Pride 
teams of the past.
The current state of Hofstra foot-
ball is a far cry from the days when the 
program was a perennial winner. The 
Pride has posted 42 winning seasons 
and made FCS Championship appear-
ances in 1995, 1997, 1999, 2000 and 2001. 
Legendary head coach Joe Gardi, the 
most successful Coach in school histo-
ry, retired in 2005, and the Pride simply 
hasn’t been the same since. 
Gardi and his 119–62–2 record was 
succeeded by Dave Cohen and three 
sub-par seasons. Coach Cohen, now in 
his fourth year, has guided the Pride to 
a disappointing 15-23 record. They have 
yet to qualify for the post-season during 
Cohen’s tenure. 
Cohen, the former Defensive Coordi-
nator at the University of Delaware, was 
brought in because of his reputation as 
a defensive strategist. In 2004 he was 
named NCAA I-AA Defensive Coordi-
nator of the Year by American Football 
Monthly magazine. 
Cohen's defensive success at Dela-
ware has yet to translate into stops for 
Hofstra. This season they have allowed 
26.2 points per game, third most in the 
the CAA.
Hofstra’s greatest challenge has 
been fellow CAA opponents. The Pride 
opened the season with a convincing 
home win over non-Conference foe 
Stony Brook, but followed it with a loss 
(47-0) to CAA juggernaut Richmond. 
Last season they were just 2-6 against 
Conference rivals, including a 56-0 shel-
lacking by JMU at Bridgeforth Stadium. 
By contrast, the Dukes finished last year 
with a perfect record (8-0) against Con-
ference opponents. 
Hofstra’s struggles within the Con-
ference may be part of a trend that is 
much bigger than them. The CAA cur-
rently has five teams ranked in the top 
seven of the Football Championship 
Subdivision (FCS). Of those top ranked 
programs, only New Hampshire (6) rep-
resents the CAA North. Richmond (1), 
Villanova (2), William & Mary (5), and 
James Madison (7) all hail from the CAA 
South. Last season CAA South teams 
were a combined 14-4 against teams 
from the CAA North. Three (Richmond, 
Villanova, William & Mary,) CAA South 
teams have already recorded victories 
over teams from the BCS Conference.  
Still Coach Cohen maintains that 
geography is the only difference between 
the CAA North and South. “This kind of 
thing goes in waves,” Cohen said. “The 
CAA is a deep and competitive league 
but it’s the team with the most seniors 
that is going to outlast everyone else. 
[No.1 ranked] Richmond has fifteen 
fifth year seniors.” 
The Pride may have only five 
seniors atop its depth chart, but don’t 
think that they lack experience. They 
have 20 returning starters from the 
2008 squad; the largest such group 
since the 2005 team had the same 
amount during their 7-4 season. 
see FOOTBall, page 10
GaMes
This Week
Volleyball
William & Mary @ JMU
Friday, 7:00 p.m.
The Dukes started out 0-2 in  
conference play
VCU @ JMU
Saturday, 7:00 p.m.
JMU got swept 3-0 by the 
Rams last year in Richmond
Women’s soccer
UnC Willmington @ JMU
Friday, 7:00 p.m.
Madison shutout the 
Seahawks last season 
Georgia state @ JMU
Sunday, 1:00 p.m.
Corky Julien recorded a hat
trick against the Panthers
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By Mike DeMsky
contributing writer
As JMU men’s soccer enters confer-
ence play Saturday, one thing is certain 
— preseason projections aren’t always 
accurate. 
Picked to finish ninth in the pre-
season Colonial Athletic Association 
poll, the Dukes’ nonconference suc-
cess has given future opposition a 
different opinion.
The Dukes (5-1-0) have won their 
last five games after losing the season 
opener at Duke and will continue to 
play Wednesday night against Ameri-
can. During their streak they haven’t 
allowed a goal, while outscoring oppo-
nents 10-0. 
Their shutout streak, anchored by 
tough defense, earned junior goal-
keeper Ken Manahan a spot on 
College Soccer News’ national “Team 
of the Week.” JMU’s most recent win, 
a convincing 3-0 victory over Big Ten 
team Penn State, has put the Dukes 
on coaches’ watch lists as teams begin 
conference play.
The National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America (NSCAA) had 
the Dukes ranked as the fourth best 
Division I team in the South Atlantic 
region in this week’s poll. Their rank-
ing puts them behind only one CAA 
team, Old Dominion, and ahead of 
preseason favorites William & Mary, 
UNC Wilmington, George Mason 
University and Virginia Common-
wealth University. ODU is ranked 19th 
nationally by the NSCAA.
While early rankings often prove 
obsolete, the Dukes recent play has 
gotten the attention of coaches they 
will meet later in the season.
 George Mason coach Greg Andru-
lis, a member of the voting panel at 
SoccerTimes.com, believes the Dukes 
have dangerous potential. Andrulis 
knows a power when he sees one, as 
his Patriots are the defending CAA 
champions.
“I think [JMU will] finish in the top 
two,” Andrulis said. “They are loaded 
with a lot of veterans coming back and 
they have a terrific defense. Coach 
Martin does a fantastic job down 
there.”
Whether or not Andrulis thinks 
his Patriots will be the ones stand-
ing in Madison’s way, it is clear that 
the Patriots have their Oct. 10 meet-
ing in Harrisonburg circled on their 
schedule. 
Mason players also praise the Dukes 
for their play thus far, but have full 
intentions of spoiling the Dukes win-
ning streak in a couple weeks. 
The Patriots have lost two out of 
their last three games against the 
Dukes with all three matches decid-
ed by a single goal. The Dukes fell to 
the Patriots 2-1 in October last season 
after giving up two goals in the final 
six minutes.
“JMU is a great team and are well-
coached,” said junior defender Mike 
Foss. “I’ve played with and against CJ 
Sapong and a lot of other players on 
the team, so I’m happy for their suc-
cess this season.”
“But you always want to win, so it 
isn’t surprising that I hope we beat 
JMU this season. There is a rivalry 
between the schools.”
Andrulis is just one CAA coach 
see Mens, page 10
By sean peTrizzi
contributing writer
The JMU field hockey team has a less 
than stellar 5-4 record, but a closer look 
explains why this team is still ranked 
15th in the country.  
Old Dominion (5-5) is the only other 
Colonial Athletic Association team 
ranked higher with four or more losses. 
When given a closer look, however, 
five wins and four losses appear more 
impressive.  The Dukes have played only 
one team that did not receive any votes 
by the NFHCA in the top-20 poll and 
have played six ranked teams. All four 
losses have come against teams ranked 
in the top-20, with the exception of Dela-
ware (22).   
“We aren’t too concerned with the 
rankings, but that is one reason why we 
scheduled such a tough schedule,” JMU 
coach Antoinette Lucas said.  
Such a challenging start to the season, 
JMU won’t see any drop in the level of 
competition. 
Three straight CAA games are upcom-
ing, after hosting Radford Wednesday. 
One of those games involves a trip to 
Philadelphia to face No. 11 Drexel Drag-
ons, and later this month, the Dukes will 
host No. 2 North Carolina.  
“Every team we play is a good team 
right now,” Lucas said. “Every game is a 
good game.”  
The loss to Delaware was the team’s 
first to a CAA team in 15 straight 
games, dating back to 2007. This loss 
put a dent in the Dukes’ hope of 
see HOCkey, page 10
Men’s Soccer, Sleeper to Keeper
More Than Average Team With an Average Record
Field Hockey Performs Well With Difficult Schedule Playing Ranked Teams
eVan MCGreW/The Breeze
The field hockey team has lost four games, yet remain ranked 15th by the nFHca. 
They will play three more ranked teams throughout the remainder of their season. 
DaViD CasTerline/The Breeze
sophomore midfielder Damien brayboy plays in the game against the University of 
richmond. They won the game 2-0 in the JmU/comfort Inn Harrisonburg Invitational. 
Hofstra Suffers Since Coach Joe Gardi Left in 2005. The Team Plays Madison Saturday at Hofstra
Hofstra University on Hard Times
By COlleen Hayes
contributing writer
 Fresh off a nail-biting victory Sunday 
against Towson, the JMU women’s soc-
cer team is gearing up for a challenging 
weekend.
 UNC Wilmington comes to Harri-
sonburg for Friday night’s game at 7 
p.m., and Georgia State will be in town 
Sunday to play the Dukes at 1 p.m. 
While the Dukes 6-4,(2-0) defeated 
both teams last season, they are deter-
mined to stay focused and not overlook 
the Seahawks or Panthers.  
 “Both teams are tough, but we beat 
them both on the road last year, which 
is a tough travel for us, so we’re treating 
it like any other game and just prepar-
ing the best we can,” senior midfielder 
Jess Remmes said.  
 Speed is also playing a pivotal role 
in the Dukes’ early success in the Colo-
nial Athletics Association. “The key for 
us is to find our game,” Morven Ross 
said, junior midfielder and tri-captain. 
“When we are on our game, we are fast 
and flying and really hard to beat.” 
 While focus remains on this week-
end’s matches and rising in the CAA 
ranks, it’s also a bittersweet time for the 
seniors as they play their last season. 
 “It’s always nice to end your career 
on a high note, and I know that we’ve 
been aiming to win a conference 
championship since I got here,” said 
Teri Maykoski, senior defender and tri-
captain. “I’ve been here for five years, 
so it’d be really nice to do it for Coach 
[Lombardo] and our program,”
 Leaving a legacy is important to all 
the seniors, but soccer is not just about 
one group of players.
 “To go out on top there needs to be 
a realization throughout the team that 
everyone can believe in,” Ross said. “We 
need every player’s individual efforts to 
be champions.”
 As the seniors work on leading their 
team to victory, they also reflect and 
remember personal highlights.
 “Making it to the Sweet 16 [last year] 
and traveling to Portland was amazing. 
Their fans stood up and cheered for us, 
because they respected how hard we 
played,” Remmes said. “We were the 
only team to score two goals on them 
all season.” 
Seniors Look 
Back, Look 
Forward to 
Weekend
Women’s Soccer in 
Conference, Undefeated
    
           
When: Saturday, 3 p.m.
Where: Shuart Stadium, 
Hempstead, N.Y.
rOBerT BOaG/file photo
In last year’s game, the Dukes beat the Pride 56-0. This year Hofstra currently 
stands 2-2 overall with their only game in the conference being a loss. 
@
JMU has played six top 
20 teaMs and will play 
three More this season 
TOP 20 DivisiOn i 
1. University of Maryland
2. Unc - oct. 18 @ JmU
3. UVa
4. Wake Forest - l (3-1)
5. University of Connecticut
6. syracuse
7. princeton
8. michigan state - l (4-1)
9. massachusetts - l (1-0)
10. Boston College
11. Drexel University - oct. 4 @ Drexel
12. old Dominion - oct. 25 @ JmU
13. Duke - l (4-0)
14. stanford
15. JMU
16. University of louisville
17. northwestern
18. ohio state - W (1-0)
19. providence College
20. University of albany - W (2-1)
men’s soccer game vs. american University
check breezejmu.org for coverage
football
GAMES
This Wee
k
MEN’S SO
CCER»
St. Jose
ph’s (Pa.
) @ JMU
Friday, 7:
00 p.m. 
WOMEN’S
 TENNIS
JMU INVIA
TIONAL»
@ JMU
Saturday
-Sunday, 
TBA
CROSS CO
UNTRY
JMU INVIT
ATIONAL» 
@ New M
arket
Saturday
, 10 a.m.
Sports EDITORS: amy gwaltney & dan lobdell  |  breezesports
@gmail.com
Tuesday,
 Septem
ber 8, 20
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Favorite c
lass and p
rofessor?
e clas
s that go
t me into
 
econom
ics was G
ECON 
 with 
Prof. Fie
lds
Plans afte
r college?
 
I would 
really lik
e to take
 on an 
advising
 role to a
 politicia
n.
What did 
you do th
is summe
r?
is sum
mer I int
erned at
 the 
Departm
ent of Co
mmerce
.  I went 
to Chica
go for a 
week for
 an educ
a-
tional/e
conomic
 seminar
.
Favorite p
lace to stu
dy?
I really l
ike New
man Lak
e where 
the weep
ing willo
ws are.
Favorite f
ood on ca
mpus?
Top Dog
 — I like
 the Pad
 ai fro
m 
Mongoli
an Grill.
Favorite m
ovie?
“e Las
t of the M
ohicans”
Favorite r
estaurant
?
Red Lob
ster, I rea
lly like th
e 
biscuits.
Meet the 
Player
Kelly Jem
ison
Wake Rocks
 JMU at Hom
e
Wake Fores
t has 3-1 Vic
tory 
Over Madis
on for Secon
d Year
Madison Sh
uts Out Riva
l
In This Issue
: 
A recap of
 weekend 
games inc
luding the
 men’s 
soccer tou
rnament a
nd ﬁeld ho
ckey. Look
 for the 
volleyball 
tournamen
t recap on
 pg. 12.
Junior Assis
ts in Team’s 
Confidence
Junior midfi
elder Teresa
 Rynier of th
e JMU Wom
en’s Soccer T
eam Has Le
d the Dukes
 in Assists 
for the Past 
ree Years
. Rynier is a
lso ird on
 the Madiso
n Career As
sist Lists wit
h 29.
By AMY
 GWALT
NEY
The Bree
ze
JMU coa
ch Dave
 Lomba
rdo has
 never h
ad to 
worry a
bout Te
resa Ryn
ier’s sel
f-esteem
 on the 
eld.
“Humili
ty is not
 one of h
er qualit
ies, in th
e best 
way pos
sible; sh
e’s very 
self-con
dent,” 
Lombar
-
do said.
 “She kn
ows tha
t she’s a
 good pl
ayer and
 
doesn’t 
take tha
t for gra
nted. Sh
e looks a
t that as
 
respons
ibility.”
Rynier l
ed the C
olonial A
thletic A
ssociatio
n in 
assists in
  bu
t her suc
cess goe
s beyon
d that. 
She mad
e the All
-confere
nce (CA
A) rst t
eam and
 
the Con
ference 
(CAA) a
ll-tourn
ament t
eam las
t 
year as w
ell.
Along w
ith con
dence in
 herself,
 she has
 con-
dence in
 her team
mates to
 nish h
er passe
s. 
Senior fo
rward C
orky Juli
en, the t
eam lea
der in 
goals th
is year a
nd in 
, said
 having 
Rynier’s
 
consiste
ncy is re
assuring
 on the 
eld.
“It chan
ges your
 game co
mpletely
,” Julien 
said. 
“[If ] you
 have th
at cond
ence in 
a player
, you’re 
not scar
ed of tak
ing a use
less run.
”
e Leo
la, Pa., n
ative sai
d she ha
d never 
heard 
of Madis
on until
 Lombar
do conta
cted her
. Madi-
son was
 among 
her top 
four sch
ools, alo
ng with 
Ohio St
ate and
 nationa
lly-rank
ed West
 Virginia
 
and Wak
e Forest.
 
She love
d Madis
on’s faci
lities an
d the dis
tance 
from ho
me, and
 after a fe
w visits, 
her com
fort with
 
the team
 and coa
ching sta
 helped
 her dec
ision.  
The -
year coa
ch Lom
bardo w
as willin
g to 
have con
dence 
in Rynie
r from ea
rly in he
r career.
 
“[JMU] w
as gonna
 be place
 where s
he could
 make 
an impa
ct in a p
rogram 
sooner r
ather th
an later,”
 
Lombar
do said.
Playing 
time for
 freshme
n at big-
name sc
hools 
can be li
mited, b
ut the JM
U coach
ing sta 
felt they
 
would “
be disap
pointed
 if [Ryni
er] wasn
’t on the
 
eld a lo
t her fres
hman ye
ar,” Lom
bardo sa
id. 
Rynier h
as starte
d every 
game bu
t five si
nce 
. Wi
th that, s
he has le
d the tea
m each 
year in 
assists a
nd is thi
rd on th
e school
’s career
 assist lis
t 
(). Ryn
ier isn’t 
far behin
d rst-pl
ace hold
er Car-
rie Proo
st ().
“We just
 have go
od nish
ers and 
that’s th
e only 
way I ca
n get ass
ists,” Ryn
ier said.
e mid
elder a
lready h
as a gre
at start 
to the 
year, tall
ying a sc
hool-rec
ord of fo
ur assist
s against
 
Xavier in
 the ope
ning rou
nd of th
e JMU/C
omfort 
Inn Har
risonbu
rg Invita
tional T
ournam
ent last
 
weekend
. e for
mer reco
rd was t
hree, sh
ared by 
eight pla
yers sinc
e . 
Lombar
do said t
hat part 
of being
 an assis
t maker 
is havin
g Rynier
’s imagin
ation of
 ball pla
cement.
 
Julien sa
id that R
ynier ha
s a natur
al ability
 to make
 
those as
sists.
Next on
 Rynier’
s list is 
actually
 scoring
 goals. 
Lombar
do said t
he Duke
s’ system
 of play i
n the las
t 
few year
s has ma
de her m
ore of a p
lay-mak
er than 
goal-sco
rer, but h
e can se
e she’s h
eaded th
at way. 
“My goa
l is to be 
a more d
iverse pl
ayer, and
 make 
my goals
 and assi
sts more
 equal,” R
ynier sai
d. “I’ve 
been giv
in’ a lot 
of assist
s but no
t scorin’
 enough
 
goals.”
AMY GW
ALTNEY
/ The Bre
eze
Rynier ma
de a schoo
l-record fo
ur assists
 against X
avier last
 
weekend i
n the JMU
/Comfort 
Inn Harris
onburg In
vitational
.
Next Issue: 
A preview
 of this we
ekend’s fo
otball gam
e 
against th
e Universi
ty of Mary
land. 
Dukes in 
e Pros
J.D. Skol
nitsky is
 ociall
y a mem
ber 
of the W
ashingto
n Redsk
ins. e
 for-
mer JMU
 defensi
ve end w
as inform
ed 
that he 
made th
e Redsk
ins’ pra
ctice 
squad o
n Sunda
y. 
He had
 been a
ttemptin
g to ma
ke 
the nal
 -man
 roster s
ince sign
ing a 
three-ye
ar, $. m
illion con
tract in e
arly 
May. 
As a me
mber of
 the prac
tice squ
ad, 
Skolnits
ky will
 help s
imulate
 the 
defenses
 of the o
pposing
 teams W
ash-
ington w
ill face e
ach wee
k.
e six-f
oot-ve,
 -pou
nd linem
an 
saw act
ion in t
hree of 
the Red
skins’ 
four pre
season g
ames. H
is nest
 per-
formanc
e came 
in a -
 loss to
 the 
Baltimo
re Raven
s, when
 he reco
rded 
the defe
nse’s on
ly sack o
f the gam
e.
Skolnits
ky decl
ared fo
r the N
FL 
draft aft
er being
 declare
d ineligi
ble for 
his seni
or seaso
n. He to
ok a we
ight-
gain sup
plement
 that is b
anned b
y the 
NCAA.
In his th
ree year
s at Ma
dison, t
he 
Fairfax n
ative rec
orded 
 tackles
, . 
tackle-fo
r-loss an
d . sac
ks. 
He will j
oin form
er Duke 
and curr
ent 
Philadel
phia Eag
les’ lineb
acker Ak
eem 
Jordan in
 the NFC
 East.
So far, S
kolnitsk
y is the 
only me
m-
ber of la
st year’s 
Dukes to
 make an
 NFL 
team.
— staff r
eports
By CODY
 CLIFTO
N
contribu
ting write
r
Payback
 is swee
t medic
ine. But
 when it
 doesn’t
 
work ou
t as plan
ned, the
 taste ca
n be bitt
er. 
No.  Wa
ke Fores
t (-) d
id just th
at, hand
ing No. 
 JMU (
-) its 
rst loss o
f the sea
son, -,
 the sam
e 
score as
 last yea
r’s match
.
JMU stru
ggled to 
keep the
 ball in th
e oensi
ve zone 
in the 
rst half, 
picking 
up ve s
hots. Mo
st of tho
se 
ve cam
e in the 
rst  m
inutes o
f the con
test. e
 
Dukes lo
oked to 
tire as th
e half w
ent on w
hile the
 
Demon 
Deacons
 appeare
d to gain
 strength
.
e bigg
est mom
entum s
hift and
 potenti
al game
 
deciding
 momen
t came 
ve minu
tes into t
he matc
h.
The Du
kes had
 the bal
l deep i
n Wake
 territor
y 
when ju
nior forw
ard Beck
y Hilgar 
had the o
pportun
i-
ty to sco
re, takin
g the bal
l right at
 sophom
ore keep
er 
Julia You
ng. 
Young c
ame ou
t to sto
p Hilga
r but in
stead o
f 
knockin
g the ba
ll away, 
dove an
d took o
ut Hilga
r’s 
legs sett
ing up a
 penalty
 shot.
Wake Fo
rest swit
ched kee
pers for 
the pena
lty shot, 
bringing
 in Kaitl
yn Ruhf
. e fre
shman b
locked t
he 
shot and
 remaine
d in goa
l for the 
rest of th
e match
.
“You ne
ver know
 with m
omentu
m,” Wak
e coach
 
Jennifer
 Averill s
aid. “If t
hat shot
 goes in 
and [JM
U] 
is up -
 then it c
ould be 
a compl
etely di
erent ou
t-
come. M
y freshm
an keep
er made
 a great 
save and
 
had so m
uch ene
rgy that 
I couldn
’t take he
r back ou
t 
of the m
atch.”
Wake go
t on the 
board si
x minute
s in whe
n fresh-
man bac
k Florin
e van de
n Bent c
entered 
the ball 
to 
senior fo
rward H
ilary Mo
ore who
 took it i
nto the c
ir-
cle on th
e left sid
e, pushi
ng a sho
t past JM
U senior
 
keeper K
elsey Cu
tchins fo
r the ear
ly - lea
d.
With the
 Dukes t
iring, W
ake scor
ed again
 with  
minutes
 left in th
e half.
F re s h m
a n  m
i d f i e l d
e r  E l i
z a b e t h
 R a e 
receive
d the 
ball fro
m seni
or forw
ard Kim
 
Romans
ky for 
the sec
ond sco
re of th
e game
.
see HOCK
EY, page 
12
DAVID C
ASTERL
INE/ The
 Breeze
Senior for
ward Meg
han Bain s
cored the 
only goal 
in the mat
ch agains
t the Dem
on Deacon
s on 
Sunday. S
he is now 
in the top
 10 in care
er goals fo
r the Duke
s. Bain ha
d nine goa
ls in the 2
008 
season af
ter a com
eback from
 being str
uck by a c
ar in Marc
h 2007. 
DAVID C
ASTERL
INE/ The
 Breeze
Junior CJ
 Sapong s
cored a go
al and ass
ist in the 
Richmond
 win.
By MATT
 O’TOOL
E
contribu
ting write
r
Richmo
nd and 
Madison
 may no
t be in t
he 
same co
nferenc
e anymo
re, but t
he inten
sity 
was high
 for both
 teams a
s the Du
kes (-
-) 
prevaile
d over th
e Spider
s (--)
, -, Su
nday 
afternoo
n in the
 JMU/C
omfort I
nn Harr
ison-
burg Inv
itational
.
“Maybe
 Richmo
nd turne
d up the
 intensit
y, 
but the g
ame star
ted getti
ng chipp
y,” coach
 Tom 
Martin s
aid. “Ve
ry few c
onfronta
tions we
nt by 
without
 someth
ing hap
pening. 
It was a
 good 
result bu
t not a g
ood qua
lity gam
e.”
The refe
ree was
 busy b
lowing 
his whis
tle 
early an
d often.
 Two pl
ayers w
ere dism
issed 
by red c
ards and
 three ye
llow card
s were g
iven 
out. Two
 players 
had to le
ave the 
game du
e to 
injury.
Senior m
idelder
 Joel Sen
ior was t
he rst t
o 
go, colle
cting a y
ellow ca
rd in the
 rd mi
nute 
and then
 a red ca
rd in the
 th mi
nute.
“It was 
a tough
 call,” Se
nior sai
d. “I did
n’t 
really tac
kle him I
 just wen
t out for 
the ball.
 Now 
I’ll have 
to sit ou
t the nex
t game.”
Getting t
he contr
oversial 
red card
 will cost
 the 
senior m
idelder
 the gam
e agains
t St. Jose
ph’s 
on Frida
y night, b
ut Senio
r said his
 team is 
con-
dent th
at they w
ill rebou
nd.
“Going i
nto the s
eason yo
u want to
 play eve
ry 
game,” S
enior sai
d. “But o
ur team i
s good en
ough 
so we’ll g
et over it
 and com
e away w
ith a vict
ory.”
see SOCC
ER, page 
12
breezejm
u.org» Recap
 of Frida
y night’s
 
men’s so
ccer 3-0
 victory 
over Rid
er
Cross Coun
try
Junior, Eco
n. & Intern
. Affairs
Alexandria
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Back Home o the Farm
CORN MAZE & PUMPKIN PATCH!
Sat. 10-10   Sun. 12-6
?????????????????????????
????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????Maze Desig !
Text Messaging Clues!
NEW!
Coupon Books For All Who Find the Exit
Flashlight Mazes Saturdays only.
?????????????????????????
????????????????????
????????????????
????????????????????
hesscornmaze.com?????????
(540) 442-6493
CAMPUS 
OUTFIT
Check out our specials 
for Homecoming and 
Family Weekend!
810 Port Republic Rd. 
Behind Campus Corner convenience store
 (”Neighbors” lower level)
(540) 434-3620
Valid through 10/4 with both ads.
BUY 1ST PURCHASE, 
GET 2ND 50% OFF 
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE.
‘Picks of the Week’ matches the predictions of five Breeze editors and one guest in five college and five pro games every weekend. Guests from 
outside the staff are encouraged to e-mail us at breezesports@gmail.com to get your picks in The Breeze and pit your knowledge against ours.
This week’s guest is undeclared freshman Jake Roodman. His hometown is Richmond.
PICKS
Of
The
week
last week 7-3 5-5 6-4 6-4 7-3 6-4
overall 14-6 12-8 11-9 13-7 14-6 12-8
No. 6 JMU @ Hofstra JMU JMU JMU JMU JMU Hofstra
No. 5 William & Mary @ 
No.2 Villanova Villanova Villanova Villanova Villanova William & Mary William & Mary
No. 4 LSU @ No. 18 
Georgia LSU LSU LSU LSU LSU LSU
No. 7 USC @ No. 24 
California California USC USC USC California California
No. 8 Oklahoma @ No. 17 
Miami Miami Miami Miami Oklahoma Oklahoma Oklahoma
Buccaneers @ Redskins Buccaneers Redskins Buccaneers Redskins Redskins Redskins
Ravens @ Patriots Ravens Patriots Patriots Ravens Patriots Patriots
NY Jets @ Saints Saints Saints Jets Jets Saints Saints
Cowboys @ Broncos Broncos Cowboys Broncos Cowboys Cowboys Cowboys
Packers @ Vikings Vikings Vikings Vikings Vikings Vikings Vikings
from page 9
hosting the CAA tournament. 
Lucas’ mind has switched from 
the goal of hosting to trying to 
simply make the tournament.  
“When we lost we realized 
we most likely wouldn’t host,” 
Lucas said. “But only the top-
four teams make the [CAA] 
tournament, and we are just 
trying to get in now.”  
For a team with high expec-
tations, the ultimate goal is to 
make the NCAA tournament, 
and in order to qualify for the 
tournament, the team must win 
the CAA. With a 0-1 conference 
record, the road may be harder 
than the team hoped.  
When a team falls short of a 
goal early in the season, a coach 
always has to worry about the 
loss of focus, but Lucas knows her 
team has other goals to reach for. 
“It is incredibly disappoint-
ing [to lose the chance to host 
CAAs],” Lucas said. “We just 
have to refocus, let it go and 
move on.”
Hockey | Team Redefines Goals
from page 9
Two members of the Hofstra 
coaching staff are especially 
familiar with the CAA South. 
Assistant coaches Kevin Mapp 
(‘05 alumni) and Brandon 
Beach (‘05 alumni) were mem-
bers of James Madison's 2004 
National Championship team. 
Beach echoed Cohen’s senti-
ments about the CAA.
“If you look back at the histo-
ry of CAA football, I think you’d 
see that everybody has taken 
turns at the top,” Beach said. 
“It’s a cycle. Just because we’re 
2-2 doesn’t mean we can’t get 
back to the top.”
If Hofstra wants to get back 
to “the top” then they are going 
to have to start by bringing their 
best against James Madison on 
Saturday. Coming off a loss 
(24-10) to Western Michigan 
last weekend, the Pride should 
be hungry and eager to avoid 
falling below .500.  
56-0, as in the score of last 
season’s loss to the Dukes, 
should provide plenty of bulle-
tin board material this week. It 
is still a fresh memory at least in 
the mind of Hofstra senior quar-
terback and co-captain Corey 
Christopher. Christopher called 
the lopsided defeat “an embar-
rassment,” and added, “Don’t 
expect them to run all over us 
like last year.”
Christopher believes the key 
to reversing their misfortune 
on Saturday is simple. “We just 
have to execute,” he said. "We’re 
going to game-plan as usual." 
Football |  Game not Repeat
from page 9
that believes the Dukes will be 
playing in the CAA champion-
ship game Nov. 15. University of 
North Carolina at Wilmington 
coach Aidan Heaney believes a 
combination of team experience 
and the addition of former Gato-
rade Virginia High School Player 
of the Year, Chris McLaughlin, 
gives the Dukes an edge in the 
conference.
“You look what they’ve done 
out of the conference, and with 
a transfer like Chris McLaugh-
lin and the other kids they have 
coming back, I certainly think 
JMU is one of the top two teams 
in the conference,” Heaney said, 
whose team is 4-2-1.
Despite praises of their rivals, 
nobody will know until Novem-
ber if JMU will reach its ultimate 
goal and take the program some-
where it has not been since 2005 
— the NCAA tournament.
mens | 
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At the start of every semester, I 
always tell myself I’m going to keep 
up with the assigned readings, study 
on a regular basis and do my part as 
a responsible student to make my 
professors and university proud. How-
ever, what always happens is I don’t 
do a damn thing for the first month of 
school, and out of nowhere, all my tests 
and papers occur in the same week, 
which in turn, makes me want to lay 
facedown on the 
floor and cry. 
Luckily enough, 
I’m sick too! And 
you know what, 
it’s probably 
the swine flu. 
I’m going to be 
the kid who has 
swine flu, and 
it’s going to be 
the only thing that defines me as a per-
son. All of the conversations about me 
will just go as follows:
“Hey, you know Michael Larrick?”
“You mean that kid who has swine 
flu?”
“Yeah,  he’s a tool.”
“I’m  going to throw a zebra cake at 
his face.”
If you don’t want to end up like me, 
you might want to follow these tips:
 
1. Get into a relationship
Some people say that college is an 
opportunity to “meet” as many people 
as you can and broaden your horizons, 
but things have changed. What better 
time to settle down than when threat-
ened with a potentially fatal virus? I’m 
not saying you have to like this person; 
don’t get me wrong, but let’s look at 
this logically. Sometimes relationships 
aren’t about sharing mutual admiration 
for someone and creating something 
beautiful, but about not dying alone. So 
be an adult and get yourself into a love-
less relationship.
 
2. Play beer pong with water
Although drinking out of the 
same cup as a million other strang-
ers seemed like a good idea before, 
it’s time to be more responsible about 
covering your alcoholism with games. 
I know it’s satisfying to see your oppo-
nent drink the cup you swished, but 
there are worst things in this world, like 
losing control of your bowels and dehy-
drating yourself to death. If the host 
runs out of cups, let it go. Don’t pick 
one off the ground and rinse it out, you 
sick freak. I’m trying to saves lives here. 
Grab an expensive looking glass out of 
their dishwasher, use that all night and 
take it home later. Free cup!
 
3. Don’t breathe
I’m not exactly sure if this virus can 
be caught through the air but better 
safe than sorry. You need to be covered 
on all fronts, even if it means you lose 
consciousness every once in a while. 
If you’re too much of a wimp to cease 
respiration, I’d suggest acquiring a gas 
mask and one of those biohazard suits. 
If you want to ensure that no one will 
come in contact with you, throw an Ed 
Hardy shirt over your suit, and I’m pos-
itive everyone will avoid you at all costs.
 
4. Stay inside forever
When faced with some sort of threat, 
I hide until it goes away. What better 
way to avoid swine flu than complete-
ly removing yourself from society? It’s 
a big scary world out there, and you 
don’t want to risk your life over some-
thing as stupid as seeing sunlight. So 
draw those blinds closed, grow a sweet 
Civil War beard and pick up some sup-
plies, because you’re going to be in for 
the long haul!
I hope these tips have guided you in 
the right direction to living a safe, swine 
flu-free life. Unfortunately for you, I 
personally sneezed on every single 
copy of the The Breeze, so how does 
that feel?
Maybe you’re thinking because 
you’re reading this online that you will 
be safe, but nope. If you’re reading this, 
it’s already too late. You have the swine-
flu too. I bet you didn’t even think that 
was possible, but it totally is, and I 
totally did it. I was trying to download 
“Party in the U.S.A.” on uTorrent, and I 
accidentally discovered how to spread 
diseases over the internet. FTW!
Michael Larrick is a senior media arts 
& design major and a humor columnist 
at The Breeze
MichaeL  Larrick 
mike check
Avoid Me 
Like the 
Plague
A Four-Step Guide 
to Staying Flu Free 
This Season
By arieL Bojeun
contributing writer
The movement of water is a cycle, the 
beginning and the end of life for all living 
and growing things. It provides nourishment, 
washes away the dirt of life and eventually, 
can flush out lives all together. 
“ The Divin-
ers,” the opening 
work on the main 
stage of Latimer-
Shaeffer Theatre, 
c a p t u re s  t h i s 
cyclical nature 
with its opening 
and closing monologues and the movement 
from fear to trust and back again.
Set in Zion, Ind. during the Great Depres-
sion, the show follows a group of warmhearted, 
hard working townspeople trying to make 
it through the economic downfall. Buddy 
Layman (sophomore Ryan Lynch) is better 
known as “the idiot boy.” His incredible sensi-
tivity to the presence of water fuels the town’s 
farming community yet his traumatizing past 
leaves the boy with an incapacitating fear
see PLay, page 12
By aLySe DinaPoLi
contributing writer
Sajani Shakya is about 9-years-old, 
but has her own throne from which she 
sits and watches children and elders 
worship her. They adamantly thrust 
their praises and humble possessions 
at her feet in exchange for her blessing. 
Even her mother worships her daily, 
never addressing her by a name other 
than ‘goddess’.  
In the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal, 
‘living goddesses’ are young girls who 
high priests declare as the incarnation 
of Kali, a Hindu goddess widely known 
for her destruction of sin. Shakya is 
one of four living goddesses whose 
ornate and unconventional lifestyle is 
portrayed in the documentary “Living 
Goddess,” one of many films shown 
during the South Asian Film Series, 
held by the Justice Studies department 
every Wednesday evening through 
Nov. 18 in Burruss Hall. 
The documentary offers just a quick 
glimpse of a common religious practice 
in Nepal as well as the nation’s oppres-
sive government, an utterly foreign 
alternative to the Western concepts of 
monotheistic tradition and democracy. 
The South Asian Film Series began 
Sept. 2 and shows weekly screenings 
of films that address political instabil-
ity and gender discrepancies. These 
films also reveal the sacred cultural 
traditions, resiliency to catastrophe 
and most importantly, the vitality of 
the region as a whole.  
“I wanted to bring greater awareness 
to South Asia that I feel, in this country, 
we don’t know much about,” said Suraj 
Jacob, the justice studies professor who 
collected these films. “These are all issues 
of social justice, and it is also an increas-
ingly important region for the U.S.” 
see FiLM, page 12
South Asian Film Festival Educates for Social Justice
By ForD Prior
The Breeze
They’ve howled at the moon, screamed 
at love lost and wept by the river. If the 
Avett Brothers aren’t busy blasting away 
bad memories with hard acoustics and 
wild screams, they’re singing softly at the 
grave where they buried them.
The ghosts are still around, but Scott 
and Seth Avett are settling down by the 
fire these days, telling tales with war-torn 
wisdom in their latest album, “I and Love 
and You.” For long-time fans, the change 
is an uncomfortable one. The North-Car-
olina-based duo’s road to success came 
from down-home banjo-pickin’ and punk 
rock recklessness. A combination of suc-
cess and years, however, has brought the 
Avetts into a new land, scarce of bluegrass 
and punk elements. 
Traditional strings persist — includ-
ing Seth’s acoustic, Scott’s banjo and 
Bob Crawford’s upright bass — but elec-
tric guitars, mild drumming, and a cello 
fill “I and Love and You” in a way that’s 
calm, urbane and altogether modern. As 
shrieks go silent and acoustics go soft, 
red-hot emotions cool down as well. Once 
smoldering with grief and rage, new lyrics 
focus on hope as old wounds heal. Both 
Scott and Seth, recently married, sing 
of romance and redemption like never 
before. However glassy its waters, “I and 
Love and You” displays a mix of emotions. 
Softer tracks include “Ten Thousand 
Words,” a duet that drifts with heart-stir-
ring vocal harmony; “Laundry Room,” a 
sweet melody of love-drunk passion; and 
“I and Love and You,” a weary surrender 
to fate that looks forward, not back.
Upbeat tunes include “Kick Drum 
Heart,” a hit that busts down the doors 
with a pop-infused charge; “It Goes On 
and On,” a wide-swinging song swept 
with the devotion of love; and “And it 
Spread,” a salute to infatuation with a 
solid beat. Somewhere between high and 
low lays “Head Full of Doubt/Road Full 
of Promise,” a plaintive anthem of hard-
won hope. 
“There’s a darkness upon me that’s 
flooded in light,” Scott Avett cries in its 
first lines, promising fans that come what 
may, new horizons will not cost them a 
stake on good, true songwriting, their 
strongest pillar. 
Set to a strange new sound, such a 
promise is a timely one. Next to a new 
deal with Columbia Records’ Rick Rubin 
— what has become a controversial “sell 
out” — the Avetts show their true colors 
in solid songwriting.   
 “They may pay us off in fame/ but that 
is not why we came/ And if it compromis-
es truth, then we will go,” Scott and Seth 
sung together in 2004, and fans can rest 
assured: “I and Love and You” may herald 
a new age for The Avett Brothers, but old 
truths stay the same.
Sound Changes, but Band 
Stays True to Heart
what’s hot
what’s not
The Breeze-O-Meter
In our constant quest to keep students informed, the Life section of 
The Breeze has created a “Breeze-O-Meter” to measure the latest 
trends. Here’s what’s “hot” and “not” this week.
Sold-Out Home 
Games Tickets Vandalism
Free Speech
Downtown 
H’burg
Midterms
Fall Fashion
Contagious 
sicknesses
divine truth: 
LigHT in THE STorM
photos by nicoLe noveLLi/contributing photographer
Buddy Layman (sophomore Ryan Lynch, 
above and left) is an “idiot boy” with a 
hypersensitivity to water. C.C. Showers (senior 
Dylan Morris, far left) is a former preacher who 
tries to help Buddy overcome his fear of water.
TheaTRe Review
MuSiC Review
“The DivineRS”
Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre
Sept. 29 - Oct. 3 at 8 p.m.
$8 with Jacard, $10 without
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Fear Forest, LLC
Hay Wagon Ride & Haunted Woods Trail
Every Friday & Saturday through the
Month of Ocober 7pm-11pm
Including Wednesday the 28th & 
Thurday the 29th 7pm-10pm
Special Events
Friday, Oct. 16 - $1.00 off admission w/ valid college ID
www.fearforest.net
Friday, Oct. 30 - 7” personal DVD player & Newly Released 
DVD giveaway
FRIDAY, OCT. 23 - Q101 LIVE BROADCAST,
PLAYSTATION 3 GIVEAWAY & ZOMBIE PAGENT
Directions from JMU: Go east on Port Republic & take a left onto 276 at the 
stoplight.  Take the first right onto Oak Shade Road.
A speical thanks to our sponsors:
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
Will giveaway $100 CASH to one lucky person
wearing a James McHone Jewelry T-shirt
Need a FREE T-Shirt visit us at 75 Court Square Downtown next to Bank of America
Check us out at mchonejewelry.com
and join us on facebook.com for even more giveaways
TODAY October 1st NOON
In front of D-HALL
FOR ALL THOSE NEW TO JMU...YES, THIS IS FOR REAL!!!
PLATINUM  1.40cts Diamond Ring
Center Diamond Marquise Cut 0.98cts SI2 I
2600
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of water.  His family does all that they can, 
but as the years go on they lose hope for 
the boy.
Buddy lives with his stern father Fer-
ris (senior Andrew Darnell) and his 
sister Jennie Mae (junior Noel Edwards). 
When a fallen preacher, C.C. Showers 
(senior Dylan Morris), comes to town, 
he befriends the boy and pushes him 
towards the acceptance of his mother’s 
death and away from his hydrophobia. 
The scenery presented an abstract rep-
resentation of homes and town buildings, 
the remnants of roofs and windows hung 
artistically from the ceiling. As the scenes 
often shifted from those on land to those 
near the water front, the flooring acted 
both as a pathway and as docks. Although 
not overly complex, the set engaged the 
audience with its simplistic beauty and 
cutout pieces, both in the “buildings” 
and the trees in the wings of the stage.  
Unique to this show is the incredible 
ability for the actors to engage entirely 
in their characters and the intense time 
period. The vernacular played a large 
role in the style and performance of the 
show. With the combination of accents, 
outlandish ideals and period speech, the 
audience is pulled into the grueling lives 
of the characters. A simple example of the 
vernacular language is the use of “dogs” 
when referring to Buddy’s itchy feet. 
When working together, the actors 
spent the majority of their time engross-
ing themselves in the language and the 
interactions between the characters. 
“We came here an hour and a half 
before we needed just to hear each oth-
ers’ voice,” Morris. “We try to be as natural 
as possible; there should be no acting.” 
But it was truly Lynch’s commitment 
to Buddy that made the show such an 
incredible experience. Lynch’s entire 
physical being portrayed the mental dis-
abilities and physical awkwardness of 
his character. From his long blinks and 
fidgety hand gestures to his third person 
voice, the audience never doubts Buddy’s 
fear, quirks or emotional inquires. 
“A lot of people ask where the inspira-
tion for the character came from,” Lynch 
said. “The character came out of the 
text; came alive just by rehearsing, going 
through the lines, because it has so much 
passion and power in the written word.” 
The cycle of life and death is captured 
beautifully within “The Diviners” — a 
show performed with the utmost com-
mitment and emotion.
from page 11
Growing up in India, Jacob wit-
nessed the perils of many people 
Americans are rarely exposed to. 
“On the streets you see beggars 
and poverty all around you. There 
are people without clothes, without 
food,” he said. 
“From Dust” highlighted the 
hardships of the Sri Lankan shore 
dwellers and fishermen who lost 
their homes to the 2004 tsuna-
mi and could not rebuild them 
because of the government sold 
the land to commercial developers 
to build hotels such as a Sheraton 
and a Hyatt. Five years later, many 
displaced families still live in tents 
given to them years prior. Although 
immensely different from “Liv-
ing Goddess” in many respects, it 
brought light to the issue of political 
upheaval present in both films as 
well as part of the region itself. 
According to George Taylor, an 
adjunct Justice Studies professor 
who grew up in India and has lived 
in Nepal for five years, the role of 
government in 
South Asia is key to unleash-
ing a more stable and satisfied 
population. 
“The government needs to be 
more transparent and more account-
able to the people,” Taylor said. 
“From Dust” also reminded 
some viewers of a similar phenom-
enon that occurred in the United 
States. For Devi Bhuyan, a psychol-
ogy professor and India native, the 
Sri Lankan devastation raised con-
cerns of both the American and 
foreign governments’ parts in Hurri-
cane Katrina. According to Bhuyan, 
although the United States pledged 
millions of dollars to the catastro-
phe that devastated Indonesia and 
Sri Lanka, our government refused 
to accept lots of money these coun-
tries offered when Katrina struck 
in 2005 — less than a year after the 
tsunami. 
“For years, foreign aid has been 
offered by many countries as a way 
to gain dominance. These countries 
had an agenda for power. Foreign 
aid is not always benign. There are 
other agendas,” Bhuyan said, hitting 
a sensitive yet important political 
nerve that draws parallels between 
third world and globally dominant 
governments. 
Comparisons like these increase 
Americans’ need to better under-
stand the South Asian region. 
Students attending the film series 
are exposed to a world that few knew 
existed. After the viewing, they have 
the opportunity to discuss the prob-
lematic themes present in the film. 
Tara Scanlon, a freshman justice 
studies major, expressed both con-
cern and interest after the showing 
of “Living Goddess”. 
Commenting on scenes in the 
documentary that portrayed vio-
lent political protests, Scanlon said, 
“I was shocked at the traditions. It’s 
obviously different than what we’re 
exposed to. It gives you an appreci-
ation of the society that we live in. 
Some Americans complain about 
our society, but it’s just much more 
chaotic there.” 
Films range from discussing 
arranged marriage from the view-
points of two Bangladeshi sisters 
to tsunami aftereffects to the faulty 
education system in Pakistan. 
Although different, each film does 
a fantastic job addressing the need 
for more global emphasis in South 
Asia. 
“The aim is to throw out a hook to 
get students interested. By creating 
awareness, you have a better sense 
of the world,” Jacob said. 
By bringing this diversifying ele-
ment to JMU’s campus, Jacob has 
already transformed many students’ 
views of South Asia from a one-sid-
ed outlook into a more complex and 
multi-dimensional perspective.
Nicole Novelli/contributing photographer
Buddy’s sister Jennie Mae (junior Noel Edwards) comforts him (sophomore Ryan Lynch). Their father (senior Andrew Darnell) is loving, 
yet occasionally harsh when it comes to Buddy’s late night complaints about his ringworm. Buddy’s ringworm won’t go away because his 
fear of water keeps him from a cure.
Play |  Scenery and Vernacular Set Sad Tone
filM | Festival Discusses 
Topics of Social Inequality
Follow thebreezejmu on Twitter
interested in 
writing for 
The Breeze?
Stop by Anthony-Seeger Hall on 
Sundays or Wednesdays between 
11-5 p.m. to meet the editors. 
 e-mail breezepress@gmail.com 
for more information.
» breezejmu.org
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????????????????
Hay Wagon Ride & Haunted Woods Trail
Every Friday & Saturday through the
Month of Ocober 7pm-11pm
Including Wednesday the 28th & 
Thurday the 29th 7pm-10pm
??????????????
Friday, Oct. 16 - $1.00 off admission w/ valid college ID
??????????????????
Friday, Oct. 30 - 7” personal DVD player & Newly 
Released DVD giveaway
FRIDAY, OCT. 23 - Q101 LIVE BROADCAST,
PLAYSTATION 3 GIVEAWAY & ZOMBIE PAGENT
Directions from JMU: Go east on Port 
Republic & take a left onto 276 at the stoplight.  
Take the first right onto Oak Shade Road.
A speical thanks to our sponsors:
Over 50 varieties of pumpkins & gourds
2 Exciting Corn Mazes   Pedal Car Track for all Ages
Petting Zoo   Tumble Tubes   Weekend Hay Rides
All Your Fall Decoration Needs!
www.LohrsFarm.com
10 miles North of Harrisonburg
I-81 Exit # 257
(Mauzy/Broadway)
Just South on Rt. 11
Hours: Mon-Fri 4-6 Sat: 9-6 Sun: 1-6 ...Discount Coupons
How to Place an Ad    Visit: www.thebreeze.org/classifieds
5 Easy Steps!
   Step 1: Select Log In from the menu.
   Step 2: Register as a new user. 
   Step 3: Once Logged in, select 
     “Place New Ad” from menu. 
Payment Options:
Major Credit Cards: MasterCard, 
Visa, Discover, American Express
Cash 
Check
Online: All classified ads are also placed on The Breeze website at no additional cost. 
Deadlines: 
Monday Issue: Friday 12PM
Thursday Issue: Tuesday 5PM
 Step 4: Fill in the online form. 
 Step 5: Select “Click Here to Submit 
               Your Ad” for payment and review
Questions? Call 568-6127
Open 7 days a week!
9 am - 6 pm
7 Miles North of Timberville 
JIU-JITSU Class $25 
1:30pm-3pm Oct. 11
Bring ad get $10 OFF! 
More info www.harrisonburgdojo.
com (540) 433-7300
GREAT HOUSES AVAILABLE 
2010-11 See all of our available 
properties at www.castleproperty.
com. (540) 564-2659
FEELING CRAMPED Not after 
you look at www.castleproperty.
com and see our spacious houses 
that our available for 2010-20111. 
(540) 564-2659
SIX BEDROOM HOUSES very 
nice, well maintained, owner 
managed. (540) 568-3068
HOUSE FOR RENT precious 
cottage style home, 2 bdrm, large 
yard, lawn care included, all 
appliances, storage bldg, located 
off south main street, close to 
JMU. No pets, no smoking (540) 
433-0232 (540) 433-8949
LARGE ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT Close to campus, 
full kithcen, W D, AC, no pets. 
www.dogwoodcommons.com 
$525, (540) 433-1569
ATTENTION RELIGIOUS, 
ACADEMIC or social 
organizations. Looking for a great 
house? We have several choices for 
your group. From 5-10 bedrooms, 
large rooms, yards, porches, and 
basement meeting rooms. Visit our 
website www.castleproperty.com 
for availability, photos, ﬂ oor plans 
and prices (540) 564-2659
APARTMENT FOR RENT 1 
bedroom/1 bath with washer/dryer. 
Close to JMU, small complex in 
quiet neighborhood. Pets allowed 
and lease negotiable. $500/month 
(540) 833-6104
SUBLEASE AT A DISCOUNT 
Sunchase Annex apartment open 
for sublease Spring 2010 semester. 
Willing to negotiate prices. 
Currently $430 plus utilities... But 
willing to discount!! (703) 851-
0547
PICK YOUR OWN Pumpkins, 
Gourds, Corn, Straw and more. 
Great selection, unique varieties. 
RT. 33 Just East of Harrisonburg. 
540-820-2980
CLASS RING FOR SALE Ladie’s 
JMU ring! 14k and diamonds. 
Personalization can easily be 
removed per jeweler. $350. (540) 
448-4718
BARTENDING $300/ 
POTENTIAL
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 
TRAINING AVAILABLE 1-800-
965-6520 EXT212
A WILDLIFE/NATURAL 
RESOURCE research ﬁ rm is hiring 
professional, reliable employees 
to conduct telephone research 
surveys (NO SALES). Part-time 
or full-time available; open 7 days, 
evening hours; schedule may vary 
slightly based on project needs; 
must work alternate weekends; 
Apply at Responsive Management 
130 Franklin St.. EOE; (www.
responsivemanagement.com), 
(540) 432-1888
SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED: 
Make $5-$25 per survey. 
GetPaidToThink.com.
MODELS WANTED Seeking 
Male and Female models, actors/
actresses. Local, professional 
talent agency. Pay equal to ability. 
(540) 478-4163
BARTENDING CLASSES 
jiggersbartendingschool.com, 
ﬂ exible schedules & payment 
plans (540) 560-7971
ADOPTION Able to help you and 
your baby. Loving couple wishes to 
adopt. Will consider open adoption. 
Legal/medical. Call Patty and Phil 
in VA at 1-888-580-0708.
(540) 434-6060 JMU -- Come and 
join us Friday morning to kick 
off Parents Weekend with a golf 
tournament that supports the Boys 
and Girls Club of Harrisonburg 
and Rockingham County.
HORSEBACK private Arab not 
public stable 2 hr/weekly lease $85 
month farm riding 30 min JMU 
experienced riders only (540) 718-
6552
SEEKING EMPLOYMENT? 
WE OFFER A VARIETY 
OF EMPLOYMENT & 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
CONTACT US TODAY @ 540-292-
3369 OR VISIT US ON-LINE AT 
WWW.PREMIERHOSPITALITY 
SERVICES. COM
 
Do you have these qualities?
The Breeze is looking for a 
VIDEO EDITOR
Profi cient in Final Cut Pro
Strong editing background
Good research skills
Dedicated to making The Breeze 
videos look professional
Contact breezepress@gmail.com for more information
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